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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Summary of Job Analysis Studies
The purpose of a job analysis Is to find out di-
rectly from the workers what they actually do on the job
From this information instructors may receive sur-'es-
tions for making the instruction of future workers as
practical as possible. The studies may also serve as
aids in guidance work and in curriculum construction.
Job analyses may be made of any type of employec--from
the laborer to the white collar man. Jobs for which
hi^h school commercial education courses prepare young
people adapt themselves very nicely to job analysis
studies. It is only through this medium that high
school teachers of commercial subjects will know defi-
nitely what the job requires of their prospective of-
fice employees.
One of the first job analysis studies to be made
that was of some assistance to commercial teachers in
making their instruction more practical v/as an Analysis
of Secretarial Duties and Traits by W. W. Charters and
Isadore 3. 'Ahitley.^ The study was conducted by Charter
1. W. V. Charters and Isadore B. Whitley, Analysis
of Secretarial Duties and Traits . Baltimore: Williams
and Wilkins Co., 1924. 186 pp.

and Whitley and financed by the National Junior Per-
sonnel Service. The investigators attempted to find
out what the secretaries actually did on the job and
what traits were essential for success on the job.
The study has a popular as well as a scientific im-
port. It contains suggestions for employers and em-
ployees as well as for educators and counselors.
Another job analysis of the secretary's position
was conducted later by Frederick G. Nichols and Sally
W. Wissmann.2 The study was financed by the American
Institute for Secretaries. This study differed from
the previous study by Charters and Whitley in that a
more definite attempt was made to limit the study
specifically to the secretary. The study shows the
importance of the duties performed b; secretaries and
of the personal traits that a secretary must possess
to succeed in her work. This analysis is of help to
employees and employers as well as to commercial edu-
cation instructors.
A New Conception of Office Practice by Nichols et
al, in cooperation with the National Association of Of-
fice l^anarvers, was intended to determine what duties
2. Frederick G. Nichols and Sally W. Wissmann, The
Personal Secretary : Differentiating Duties and Traits .
Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1934. 105 pp.
3. Frederick G. Nichols et al, A New Conception of
Off ice Practice . Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1927. 123 pp.

3were performed by non-stenographic and non-bookkeeping
clerical workers and what part office machines should
play in commercial education. It was to differentiate
the duties so as to reveal those for which vocational
training can and should be given in school.
A few job analysis studies of bookkeepers have been
made. These are in the nature of Master's and Doctor's
Theses. Elvin S. Eyster conducted An Analysis of the
Duties of Bookkeepers . * He attempted to analyze the
duties of bookkeepers and to discover the most fre-
quently performed duties, where they should be taught,
and the relative importance of bookkeepers' duties be-
tween occupational groups and within occupational groups.
Another job analysis of bookkeepers was conducted by
Reuben E. Nyquist.^ In this study of the bookkeepers in
Mason City, Iowa, consideration was given to the length
of time devoted to each duty so that its Importance
might be more accurately judged. Benjamin E. Strumpf's
Bookkeeping Duties and the Commercial Curriculum^ at-
tempted to find out what bookkeepers do and what should
4. Elvin 3. Eyster, "An Analysis of the Duties of
Bookkeepers." Unpublished Master's Thesis. Bloomington,
Indiana: University of Indiana, 1931. vi
-f- 194 pp.
5. Reuben E. Nyquist, "A Job Analysis of Bookkeepers'
Duties." Unpublished Master's Thesis. Iowa City, Iowa:
University of Iowa, 1938. 61 pp.
6. Benjamin E. Strumpf, "Bookkeeping Duties and the
Commercial Curriculum." Unpublished Doctor's Thesis.
New York, New York: New York University. 1926. 102 pp.

4be the procedure and method of teaching In order to
modify the existing course of study. Etta C. Skene
in her Occupational Analysis As A Basis of Bookkeeping
Curricula of Public Secondary Schools 7 analyzed book-
keeping activities involved in business occupations as
a basis for determining the content of those courses of
study in secondary schools which include bookkeeping
activities. She attempted to determine which activities
should be taught in school, which should be taught on
the acquaintanceship level and which on the mastery
level, and in which course in the high school the book-
keeping activities should be organized. Another job
analysis relating to bookkeeping duties has been con-
ducted by 0. R. Wessels in his A Job Analysis of Book -
keeping Duties of Executives . 8 This was a study of the
bookkeeping duties performed by executives in Iowa,
eastern Nebraska, and western Illinois to determine any
changes that needed to be made In the high school book-
keeping course of study.
Justification of This Problem
It is evident from the foregoing that there is an
interest among educators to attempt to find out what our
7. Etta C. Skene, "Occupational Analysis As A Basis
of Bookkeeping Curricula of Public Secondary Schools."
Unpublished Doctor's Thesis. Hew York, New York: New
York University. 1934. 203 pp.
8. 0. R. Wessels, "A Job Analysis of Bookkeeping
Duties of Executives." Unpublished Master's Thesis.
Iowa City, Iowa: University of Iowa. 1932. 150 pp.

5high school graduates do on the job and to modify the
courses of instruction according to the outcome of these
studies. Analyses have been made of bookkeepers, secre-
taries, and office employees of large cities, but studies
of office workers in small comr.uni ties are lacking. In
view of this fact, this research is an attempt to con-
tribute an activity analysis of office workers in small
communities. Eriefly, this study will endeavor- to show
what these office workers do on the job, what employers
expect them to be able to do, and what personality traits
employers and employees consider essential for these
workers to succeed on the job.

CHAPTER II
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this study is to analyze the office
services of office workers in communities of 10,000
population or less as a basis for determining the com-
mercial curriculum content of high schools located in
such communities. The problem resolves itself into
major problems and sub-problems.
Analysis of the Problem
1. An analysis of the duties performed by of-
fice workers in communities of 10,000
population or less as a basis for deter-
mining how to improve or supplement the
instruction already given in the commercial
curriculum in the high schools of such
communities.
a. To find out from the employees which of
the duties they perform are important or
unimportant, which should be taught in
school, on the job, or need instruction
in school and on the job, and how much
time in terms of minutes per day, hours
per week, and weeks per year they spend
on each duty.
b. To find out from the employers what they
expect their office workers to be able to
do, whether these duties are important or
unimportant, and whether they should be
taught in school, learned on the job, or
taught in school and on the job.

2. An analysis of the personality traits essential
for the success of these workers on the job, as a
basis for determining which traits the teacher
should strive to develop in the pupils in an ef-
fort to meet the standards of prospective em-
ployers .
a. The traits considered most important by the
employees
.
b. The traits considered most important by the
employers
3. Determine the educational training of these of-
fice workers in en attempt to find out what the
possibilities are of placing high school grad-
uates directly into office jobs.
Definition of Terms
The term "office services" includes all the duties
that the individual performs in the office, from the
very routine type to the more intellectual type that re-
quire intelligent reasoning. The term "office workers"
includes those people who perform any type of office
work, whether it be clerical, stenographic, bookkeeping,
or a combination of some or all of these different types
of office work. "Small communities" in this study in-
cludes towns having a population of 5,000 to 10,000.
Limitations
The following are limitations involved in this re-
search study:
1. Limitation of time in not being able to see
individually more of the employees and em-
ployers in order to obtain a greater per
cent of returns.

82. In attempting to secure data on the tine spent
on each duty, only some employees gave the
minutes per day, hours per week, and weeks per
year spent on each duty they performed. There
may be some question, therefore, as to the ac-
curacy of the time element. It is of some
value, however, to know approximately the
average time spent on each duty by these of-
fice workers.
Importance of the Problem
This research ought to contribute information con-
cerning the varied duties that office workers in small
communities perform on the job and what traits are
essential for these workers to possess in order to suc-
ceed on the job.
It will enable instructors to see wherein their
classroom instruction needs to be revised and adapted
to meet existing business demands.
Guidance counselors also will find the study of
value. The aptitudes, interests, and abilities of
pupils to perform the varied activities of office
workers should determine the eligibility of pupils to
enter vocational training. Possession of the desirable
personality traits further determines the pupils' fit-
ness for office work.
The study offers helpful material to curriculum
makers. Prom the data secured in this study, recon-
struction of the commercial curriculum can be made in
high schools of communities similar to those surveyed

9in this research. Further than this, new courses of
study can be built, and units of instruction can be
worked out
.
The study may be presented to prospective office
workers, showing them what business expects of them in
the way of duties to be performed and desirable personal
qualities. Self-analysis studies may result, whereby
the pupils may determine whether or not they are fitted
for this sort of work.
This research is justifiable on the ground that it
is important for instructors and pupils of the schools
within the communities surveyed to know what the busi-
ness man expects of his employees. The high schools
should, then, attempt to meet his demands to the best
of their ability by modifying their methods of instruc-
tion and the content of courses in the commercial curri-
culum.
This survey will also attempt to show what the
placement opportunities are in the communities.

CHAPTER III
SELECTION OF COMMUNITIES AND BUSINESSES
Communities
The small communities surveyed in this stud}/ were
Bellows Falls, Brattleboro, and Springfield, Vermont.
The communities were selected, first , on the basis of
population (5,000 to 10,000) so that they would be com-
parable in size to Fellows Falls, where the investigator
resides, and would offer comparable opportunities for
office workers; and, second, on the basis of commuting
distance from Bellows Falls as possible places where
the graduates of Bellows Falls High School might seek
employment
.
Although the majority of the residents of Bellows
Falls manage to find employment v/ithin their own town,
there are some who succeed in getting employment else-
where. Since the other two towns included in this
study are comparable in size to Bellows Falls and since
they are within commuting distance, it was thought ad-
visable to find out just what the employment possibilities
are for Bellows Falls High School graduates in these com-
munities. Also it was felt advisable to analyze the
opportunities for the graduates of the other two high
10
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schools concerned in the study in a town other than
their own.
Bellows Palls itself has a few manufacturing plants
such as paper, box, and brush manufacturing, a power
plant, creamery, retail stores, banks, a motor express
company, and a number of offices--law, insurance, public
service, and municipal. Brattleboro has a few manufac-
turing plants. Employment possibilities there are con-
fined to a large extent to offices of lawyers, insurance
retail stores, banks, and privately owned plumbing,
printing, and automobile sales and service concerns.
The third town, Springfield, although the smallest of
the three in population, is the booming industrial
center at the present time. Three large machine manu-
facturing plants are located here, with a few smaller
manufacturing establishments. The present defense pro-
gram has put these factories on a day and night schedule
offering employment to many people within the town and
from surrounding towns. There are not many employment
opportunities in law, insurance, retail store offices,
or offices of privately owned concerns.
The number and per cent of emplo3rees from each com-
munity who were solicited for data for this study are
shown in Table I.
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TABLE I. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF EMPLOYEES
Towns Number Per Cent
Bellows Falls. . . . 118 42
104 57
59 21
281 100
There were 118, or 42^', from Bellows Falls; 104,
or 37,j', from Brattleboro; and 59, or 21,i, from Spring-
field, making a total of 281 employees.
The number and per cent of employers from each
town who were solicited for data are shown in Table II.
TABLE II. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF EMPLOYERS
Towns Number Per Cent
Bellows Falls. . . . 44 38
50 43
22 19
116 100
There were 44, or 38/£, from Bellows Falls; 50, or
43;j, from Brattleboro; and 22, or 19%, from Springfield,
making a total of 116 employers.
Businesses
The businesses were selected on the basis of
possible places where the graduates of the high schools
of these communities might seek employment. An attempt
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was made to select those offices where the force was
not large. This research was not intended to be a
composite study of the duties of specialized office
workers, but rather a study of office workers who do
many different types of office work. Studies of the
activities of specialized office workers—bookkeepers,
secretaries, and clerks In large of fices--have been
made, but studies analyzing the varied activities of
office workers in small communities are lacking.
Therefore, an attempt v/as made to solicit data from
office workers employed by concerns where the force is
not large. A few exceptions had to be made, as a few
of the larger offices in the communities do employ
graduates of the high schools in these communities.
In order to find out what they expect of high school
graduates, they were included in the study. The busi-
nesses were selected from the professional, banking,
retailing, wholesale and manufacturing fields.
Table III presents the number and per cent of
employees selected from each general classification
and individual type of business surveyed for this study.
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TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES
AS TO TYPES OF BUSINESSES
General Individual
TyDe of Business Classification Type
No. iff JMO . -Jl
76 27
•-
-
33 .117
Ice Cream. Milk ... 9 .032
7 .025
5 .018
E.
«J • UIO
4 .014
3 .010
2 .007
Bathroom Fixtures . . 2 .007
Penholders, Brush
2 .007
Wood Products .... 1 .004
tf r _ J TT — "1 _ 1 .004
1 .004
1 .004
66 24
20 .071
7 .025
7 .025
1 6 .021
V 5 .018
4 .014
3 .010
3 .010
p|E . i
Stationery and Office
2 .007
1 .004
Office Equipment. . . 1 .004
1 .004
Auto Supplies .... 1 j.
1 .004
Electrical Appliances 1 .004
News Shop and Lunch
1 .004
53 19
34 .12
16 .057
Investment Banking . . 2 .007
1 .004
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TABLE III. ( Continued ) DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES
AS TO TYPES OF BUSINESSES
1
1
General Individual
Classification Type
Type of Business
No
.
jo No. C
7
/°
22 8
LSLlAi ••••••••• 10 .036
8 .028
Schools 4 .014
UAt r> T pool p 5 2
1 .004
Farm Machinery. 1 .004
f,ipof q 1 .004
2 .007
59 21
f'
fotor Express 10 .036
n on tlY*fl ptnr^ 7 .025
Print inr 6 .021
Railwav - 5 .018
5 .018
4 .014
Publishing !
1
4 .014
4 .014
"FnTnl nTrmpn t Of f 1 rfi 3 .010
Social Service. . . . 3 .010
3 .010
Cattle Registry . . . 2 .007
Monumental Works. . . 1 .004
1 .004
1 .004
281 100 281 100
The largest number, 76, or 27/o, were selected from
manufacturing concerns. The other selections in order
were: retailing, 66, or 24;t; financial, 53, or 19%}
professional, 22, or &%; wholesale, 5, or 2/j; and
miscellaneous, 59, or 21^.
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The articles manufactured include such things as
machinery, ice cream and milk, paper, brushes, boxes,
pipe organs, wool, shoes, bathroom fixtures, penholders
and brush handles, v/ood products, wood heels, tools, and
overalls. The retailing group includes the selling of
automobiles, lumber, gas and oil, shoes, dry goods,
hardv/are, coal, furniture, haberdashery, stationery and
office supplies, flowers, office equipment, novelties,
auto supplies, grain, electrical appliances, and news
shop and lunch counter. Under the financial classifi-
cation there are banks, insurance offices, investment
banking offices, and real estate offices. The pro-
fessional classification includes lav/, doctors, and
schools. The wholesale field contains fruit, farm
machinery, meats, and poultry. Under the miscellaneous
classification are included those offices which could
not be £iven any general term such as motor express,
contractors, printing, railway, public service, insti-
tutions (hospitals and retreats), publishing, municipal,
employment office, social service, bakery, cattle
registry, monumental works, bottlers, and plumbing.
Table IV presents the number and per cent of em-
ployers selected from each general classification and
individual type of business used in this survey. There
were 31, or 27j6, selected from the retailing field;
4
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TABLE IV. DISTRIBUTION OP EMPLOYERS
AS TO TYPES OF BUSINESSES
General Individual
1 J Ul VLB Ul« £> o Classification Type
No. No. cfJo
31 27
8 .069
4 .034
4 .034
3 .026
3 .026
Stationery and Office
2 .017
Novelties 2 .017
Electrical Appliances 1 .009
Office Equipment. . . 1 .009
1 .009
1 .009
1 .009
21 18
x 3 .026
4 .034
Ice Cream and Milk. . 4 .034
1 .009
1 .009
Bathroom Fixtures . . 1 .009
Wood Products .... 1 .009
1 .009
1 .009
Penholders, brush
1 .009
Sporting Goods. . . . 1 .009
1 . 009
1 .009
19 16
11 .095
7 .060
Investment Banking. . 1 .009
19 16
10 .086
5 .043
4 .034
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TABLE IV. ( Continued ) DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYERS
AS TO TYPES OF BUSINESSES
General Individual
Type of Business Classification Type
No. 7°
TiT —
*
Wholesale 2 2
Poultrv 1 .009
Farm Uachinfipv
.
1 .009
24 21
4 .034
2 .017
Public Service. . . • 2 .017
Employment Office . » • 2 .017
2 .017
Motor Express . . . 2 .017
2 .017
Monumental Works. . • • 1 .009
1 .009
• 1 .009
1 .009
1 .009
1 .009
Social Service. . . • • 1 .009
116 100 116 100
21, or 18>, from the manufacturing field; 19, or 16% from
each the financial and professional fields; 2, or 2fo, from
the wholesale field; and 24, or 21;« from miscellaneous
business offices which could not be given any general
classification. The individual types of business under
each classification are similar to those given for the em-
ployee distribution in Table III, Pages 14 and 15.
It is evident that a variety of businesses is repre-
sented in this study. A fairly comprehensive list of the
duties of office workers in small communities should,
therefore, result. From these duties conclusions can be
drawn for their inclusion into or exclusion from the com-
mercial courses of instruction.
jj
CHAPTER IV
METHOD OP PROCEDURE
The problem of this thesis, an analysis of the of-
fice services performed by office workers in communities
of 10,000 population or less as a besis for determining
the commercial curriculum content for high schools in
such communities, was worked out through the interview
and check-list methods of research. The procedure is
explained somewhat in the analysis of the problem on
Pages 6 and 7. The following steps are given as further
explanation in the method of procedure used: (1) analy-
sis of the office services of office workers; (2) com-
piling final duty list; (3) compiling personality trait
list; (4) determining the activities to be learned in
school and which on the job based on employees' and em-
ployers' judgments; (5) determining the traits essential
for office workers to possess to succeed on the job
based on employees' and employers' judgments; (6) deter-
mining the amount of education office workers in small
communities possess.
Securing Cooperation of nterviewees
In order to secure more readily the cooperation of
the employees and employers to carry on this research,
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subjects; (2) suggestions from friends employed as
office workers within the community. The secondary
sources were: (1) Charters and Whitley's study^;
(2) llichols' study^ ; (3) textbooks on secretarial
practice
.
The list of duties was duplicated on 8-^- by 14-
inch paper so that all the duties could be listed on a
single sheet. Opposite the list of duties were placed
9 columns giving the time of the day in hours from
8 A. M. to 5 P. M. Each of these sheets represented
one working day.
Cooperation was solicited from 13 office workers
to help compile the final duty list through the medium
of this time analysis chart. Table V shows the types
of businesses from which these office workers were
chosen and the number and per cent representing each
business
The manufacturing field contributed 4, or 30.77/0,
employees; two were chosen from the office of a brush
manufacturing concern, one from a paper, and another
from a machinery manufacturing concern. Two, or 15. 39,-,
9. W. W. Charters and Isadore B. Whitley, Anal y sis
of Secretarial Du 1 1 e s and Traits . Baltimore: Williams
and Wilkin s Co. , 1924. 186 pp.
10. Frederick G. Nichols and Sally W. Wissmann, The
Personal Secretary : Differentiating Duties and Traits .
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934. 105 pp.
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it was thought advisable to obtain a sponsor for the
study. An attempt was made to secure the sponsorship
of some sort of public organization of business men,
but this proved futile. Another attempt was made,
therefore, to secure the sponsorship of the high schools
in the communities included in this survey. The study
would be of some benefit to the teachers of these high
schools. Two of the schools, Bellows Falls High School
and Brattleboro High School, were willing to sponsor the
survey. It is believed that this helped considerably in
gaining the cooperation of the employees and employers.
Forms for Gathering Data
It was necessary to determine what forms to use
for gathering data for this study.
Time Analysis Chart
A representative list of duties to be presented to
employees and employers had to be compiled. The first
step employed to accomplish this v/as the compilation of
a Time Analysis Chart, shown as Schedule A, Pages 190
and 191, in the Appendix. The 43 duties under seven
general classifications which made up this time analysis
chart v/ere selected from primary and secondary sources.
The primary sources were: (1) the investigator 1 s own
experience as an office worker and teacher of commercial
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TABLE V. DISTRIBUTION OP EMPLOYEES
SOLICITED FOR TIT.TE ANALYSIS CHARTS
Businesses Numb e r Per Cent
4 30.77
2 15.39
2 15.39
1 7.69
1 7.69
1 7.69
1 7.69
1 7.69
13 100.00
were chosen from each the retailing and banking fields;
and one each from law, school, bakery, social service,
and employment offices.
Each of the workers was interviewed personally.
They were given six of these time analysis charts--
one for each working day in the week. They were re-
quested to keep a record for a week on this chart of
all the duties they performed during that week, giving
the exact time spent on each duty in the columns pro-
vided for that purpose on the sheets.
The cooperation received from these office workers
was very good. Each of them returned the time analysis
charts accurately filled out. A few, however, did not
give the time spent on some of the duties, when the
charts were collected at the end of the week, the re-
turns were tabulated. A summary of these returns is
shown in Table VI, Pages 2 3-27.
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TABLE VI. SU1.11ARY OF DUTIES FROK TILE A1IALYSIS CHARTS
1
DUTIES
Number
of
People
Per-
forming
Dutv
i
:
Frequency
of
Performance Minutes
11
3,5 7 102 4,310
3.5 7 47 1,585
3.5 fTl _ 1 T\J 1 _ J • _ 7 38 1,390
3 .5 Transcribe from Shorthand Kotes .... 7 37 1,375
3.5 7 26 1,055
3.5 7 56 530
9 .5 Operate Calculating IJachine - Adding. . 6 51 1,075
9.0 6 34 550
Fold Letters and Insert in Envelopes. . 6 28 515
9.5 m i if- • t .i. _ T"> — i, _ —
.
6 28 300
9.5 6 11 160
9.5 6 6 140
14.5 #n r-\ • ^ ^ • n ^« _ 5 31 1,565
1/1 C 5 22 365
14 .5 5 17 340
19 .5 4 14 460
19.5 4 11 405
19.5 4 22 350
19.5 4 27 290
19.5 Hear Complaints in Office and Over
A 11 215
19.5 4 6 175
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TABLE VI. (Continued ) SUMMARY OF DUTIES FROM TIME ANALYSIS CHARTS
I
DUTIES
i
O Oh
© l-l
£> Cm
g O
P ©
•H
e
o
<i-t
O ©
o
>>£
O C'
E3 £
© U
u ©
19.5
24.5
24.5
24.5
24.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
31.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
Make Monthly Statements
Make Journal Entries
Type Letters from Copy
Write Receipts
Keep Petty Cash Book
Type from Dictating Machine
Operate Calculating Machine - Subtracting
Operate Mimeograph
Operate Calculating Machine - Multiplying
Take Trial Balance
Type Case Histories from Copy
Type Articles, Manuscripts from Copy.
Cut Stencils
Keep Employer Reminded of Engagements
Figure Pay Rolls
Record Probate Records for Settling
Estates
Assemble Orders and Attach Bills of
Lading .
Shave Dictaphone Records,
Type Hew Index Cards. .
Rule Ledger
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
17
10
9
3
35
19
7
8
3
3
4
3
3
15
21
6
7
3
5
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TABLE VI. (Continued ) SU12SAHY OF DUTIES FROli TlilE ANALYSIS CHARTS
DUTIES
T61.5 . Consultation in Regard to S^'jtling
Estatos
>>
1
-P o ©
U
© >» nc
o Oh o
1U)
u © c © 6
9 r-l o
P-i
O © u| © o 0)Ph PL,
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
Look Up Shipping Dates
Prepare Club Cards for Following Day . .
I
l
l
Cash Money Drawer and Clear Cash Regis- 1
ter I
Type Packing Slips
Put Up Paper Samples
Type Legal Documents from Copy
Receive and Record Cash of Delivery
Truck Drivers
Record Invoices. . . ,
Clean Files
,
Balance Club Cash. . ,
Writ e Dai ly Stat ernent
Credit Checks Received for Settling
Estates
,
Assemble Case Records
Record New Employees
Make Out Separation Notices •
Prepare Pay Roll Report
Look Up Records of Different Estates . •
Draw Club Cards for Posting. . . .
©
-p
§
•H
1 3 125
1 5 105
1 5 95
1
J. o
1 1 70
1 3 60
1 1 60
TX X Dv
1X 1X ou
1X 1X
1
X o
1 1 45
1 2 30
i
1 1 30
1 1 30
1 1 30
1 1 30
1 1 30
1 2 25
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TABLE VI. (Continued) SUULl/LRY OF DUTIES FROM TIKE ANALYSIS CHARTS
DUTIES
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
© £
PL.
© £
rH
-H
P-. 6
O U
© o
o ©
o
>> £
© aS
n p© C
© ^
>i ©
Operate Hectograph
Type i'edical Records
Type Minutes of Meetings from Copy . . .
Type Receiving Report on Car of Paper. .
Post Ledger Cards of Clubs
Assemble Slips Recording Merchandise Sent
Out on Approval
Indexing ,
Make Engagements and Appointments.
Answer Telephone
Copy Court Order on Estate . . . .
Keep Expense Accounts
Type Registration Cards (Employment
Office)
,
Make Out Social Security and Unemployment
Reports
Post Salesmen's Commissions. . ,
Pay Bills
Make Out Notes ,
Balance Sales Ledger
Check Credits on Customers . .
Balance Accounts Payable Ledger,
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TABLE VI. (Continued) SUMMARY OF DUTIES FROM TIME ANALYSIS CHARTS
T
I
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
61.5
DUTIES
Send Out Collection Letters. . . ,
Arrange Checks for Clearing House
i -p
iH -H
o o
o o
o
>> £
o d
a p
o ^
fi ft,
Figure Service Charges on Checking Ac-
counts
Post Service Charges on Ledger Cards . . .
Arrange and Post Checks from Clearing Hous
Post Checks and Deposits
Prepare Statements of Checking Accounts. .
Figure Interest on Savings Accounts. . . .
1
6
1
1
6
6
1
1
OT
-P
a
•H

2Q
The duties were tabulated according to the greatest
number of people who reported performing the duty. Then
consideration was given to the frequency of performance
of each duty; that is, the number of times the duty was
performed during the week by the employees who claimed
they performed it. Finally, in the third column of the
table, is given the total number of minutes spent on each
duty during that week by those who performed the duty.
All of the duties on the time analysis chart except
two were checked at least by one of the thirteen em-
ployees. These two duties were "Operate Addressograph"
and "Operate the Calculating Machine" for dividing pur-
poses. These two duties were not excluded from the
final duty list, as it was felt that some of the em-
ployees to whom the final duty list would be sent v/ould
be performing them.
Although there were only 43 duties on the time
analysis chart, the number of duties increased to 87
when Summary Table VI was organized. The employees had
added 46 new duties, most of which pertained to the
particular business in which they were located.
Duty List to Employees
The final duty list, shown as Schedule B, Pages 192-
196, in the Appendix was compiled from Table VI. A
few changes were made in the listing of the duties.
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For example, "Keep Books and Ledgers" was thought to
be too general a term, so it was used as a main classi-
fication of detailed duties concerned with keeping books
and ledgers. The duty "Make Monthly Statements" was
changed to two duties--"Prepare Profit and Loss Statement"
and "Prepare Balance Sheet." Some of the duties given
by the employees suggested new ones to be added to the
final duty list. "Balance Accounts Payable Ledger"
suggested "Keep Accounts Payable Ledger" and "Keep
Accounts Receivable Ledger." Similarly, "Balance Sales
Ledger" suggested "Keep Sales Ledger" and "Keep Pur-
chases Ledger."
The final duty list contained 88 duties with duty
Ko. 22, "Operate Calculating Machine," broken up into
four parts: adding, subtracting, multiplying, and
dividing. Space was also provided under each of the
processes for the employees to describe the types of
problems they solved when using the calculating machine
for each of these processes. This information, it was
thought, v/ould reveal if instruction in any of the
problems described could be given in the high school.
The 88 duties were classified respectively under
the following nine headings: Keep Books and Ledgers ;
Filing ; Stenographic Duties ; Clerical Duties ; Type from
Copy ; Operate Duplicating Machines ; Mailing Duties ;
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Meeting and Handling People ; and Duties Peculiar to
Banking Concerns . Space was provided for employees
to add any additional duties.
In addition to finding out what activities office
workers performed, it was- attempted to determine which
of these activities were 'important, and which unimportant.
Columns were provided on the check list for securing
this information. Further means had to be provided for
ascertaining the duties which might better be learned
in school, which on the job, and which in school and on
the job. Provision was made for gathering this informa-
tion by including three more columns on the check list--
"school," "job," and school- job . " The employees were
to place a check mark in the column marked "school" if
they felt that the duty should be learned in school, in
the "job" column if it could be learned on the job, and
in the "school-job" column if instruction were needed
in school with further training on the job. These data
would make it possible to determine to some extent
which of these activities should be learned in school
and which on the job.
In addition to the above information, it was attempted
to ascertain the approximate time spent by these office
workers on each duty in an effort to further establish
the importance or unimportance of the duties. Columns
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for securing this information were provided, on the sheet
with headings "minutes per day," "Hours per week," and
"weeks per year."
The list of duties was duplicated on both sides of
an 8-J by 14-inch sheet of paper so that it would be more
easily handled by employees, employers, and investigator.
Duty List to Employers
A similar duty list was compiled to be distributed
to employers to find out from them what they expected
their office workers to be able to do. This check list
of duties contained the sane duties as that which was
distributed to the employees, but it did not contain
space for giving the time element for each duty. Eacii
employer was to consider each duty on the list that he
expected his office workers to be able to perform, or
others v/hich he might add to the list, for the following
points: important or unimportant, and whether each of
the duties checked should be taught in school, learned
on the job, or learned in school and on the job. The
check list of duties as distributed to the employers is
shown as Schedule C, Pages 197-199, in the Appendix.
Personality Trait Rankin- Sheet
In addition to securing data concerning the duties
of office workers in small communities as has already
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been explained, this study also attempted to determine
the personality traits which employees and employers
felt were necessary for office workers to possess to
succeed on the job. Therefore, a list of 32 personality
traits, arranged alphabetically with a definitive state-
ment after each one, was duplicated. Parentheses were
placed to the left of each statement, in which the em-
ployees and employers were to rani: the traits in the
order of their importance. This list of traits was
taken from Nichols' study. 11 It was felt that this
list was complete in every detail and that it could
not have been improved upon if an attempt had been
made to construct a new one. The original list was
constructed from every available source of such in-
formation, such as contributions of writers of articles
on the subject, authors of secretarial books, teachers
of secretarial students, lecturers on the subject, and
research workers. The original list contained 34 traits,
but only 32 were selected for this study, omitting
"Executive Ability" and "Organizing Ability." it was
felt that these two were distinctly applicable tc secre-
tarial positions and would not particularly concern of-
fice workers in small communities.
11. Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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The personality trait list as used in this study
is shown as Schedule D, Pages 200-201, in the Appendix.
It was distributed to employees and employers for their
judgments.
Education Questionnaire
The final part of this study was concerned with
the educational qualificatf ons--general and business--
of the office workers in the communities surveyed. It
was attempted to determine how many high school graduates
obtained office jobs without further training beyond the
high school. The form used to collect this information
is shown as Schedule E, Page 202, in the Appendix. The
form is similar to the one used by Nichols. In addi-
tion to obtaining information concerning the employee's
education, this form also secured information concerning
the employee's job--name, location, and occupation of
concern, and title of employee's position. This form
was duplicated on the other side of the sheet that con-
tained the personality trait ranking list.
Distribution of Check Lists
These forms--Check List of Duties, Personality
Trait Ranking Sheet, and Education Form (Schedules
B, D, and E)--were distributed to 281 employees;
12. Ibid., p. 100.
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118 from Bellows Falls, 104 from Brattleboro, and 59
from Springfield, as shown in Table I, Pare 12. The
forms were accompanied by a letter, Schedule ?, Page
203, explaining the purpose of the study and requesting
the employee's cooperation. On the other side of the
sheet that contained the letter v/ere given the directions,
Schedule G, Page 204, for the employee to follow in fill-
in- out the questionnaires.
The forms Schedules C and D, Pages 197-201, were
distributed to employers of office workers in Bellows
Falls, Brattleboro, and Springfield. The number of
employers to v/hom these questionnaires were distributed
was 116— 44 in Bellows Falls, 50 in Brattleboro, and 22
in Springfield, as shown in Table II, Page 12. Along
with the forms was sent a letter, Schedule H, Page 205,
explaining the purpose of the study and requesting the
employer's cooperation to help make the research a suc-
cess. On the other side of the sheet containing the
letter v/ere given the directions, Schedule I, Page 206,
to enable the employer to properly fill in the
que s1 1onna ires.
In Bellows Falls it was possible to distribute
these check lists in person or through the cooperation
of high school pupils who were related to or were friends
of the office workers in the community. This personal
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contact made it possible to net back a lar^e percentase
of the check lists. It was impossible to personally
contact the workers of the other two communities, and,
therefore, the check lists had to be mailed to them.
A postal card follow-up was sent about two weeks after
the check lists had been mailed.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF RETURNS
Check List Returns
The percentage of returns was very good in Bellows
Falls and fair in Brattleboro and Springfield. Returns
continued to come in after the data had been tabulated.
These returns, however, would not have made any appre-
ciable difference in the final results of the study.
A survey of these late returns indicated that the duties
and traits checked would not have changed the ranking of
either the duties or the traits. Table VII shows the
number and per cent of returns from employees from the
different communities.
TABLE VII
CHECK LIST MAILING DATA- -EMPLOYEES
Towns Sent
Re-
turned
Per Cent
Returned
Bellows Falls. 113 93 79
Brattleboro. . 104 49 47
Springfield. . 59 26 44
Totals. . 231 168 69
Of the 281 check lists distributed, 168, or 60$,
were returned--93 out of 118 (79$) from Bellows Falls,
36
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49 out of 104 (47),') fron Brattleboro, and 26 out of 59
(44#) from Springfield.
The number and per cent of returns from employers
from the various tov/ns are shown in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII
CHECK LIST MAILING DATA—EMPLOYERS
Sent
Re- Per Cent
Towns turned Returned
Bellows Falls . . 44 36 32
Brattleboro . . . 50 29 58
Springfield . . . 22 13 59
Totals . . . 116 73 67
Of the 116 employers, 78 (67,";) made returns--
lcfo more than the employees. In Bellows Falls, 36 out
of 44 (82 (J') made returns; in Brattleboro, 29 out of 50
(53;0; and In Springfield, 13 out of 22 (59<).
Sex Distribution
There has always been some question as to the
opportunities for each sex in obtaining office work.
According to occupational statistics, there were em-
ployed in office work in 1930, 1,774,434 men and
1,864,404 women. ls These totals include bookkeepers,
clerks, stenographers, and typists. These figures
13. Statistical Abstract of the United States .
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. Washington, D. C, 1936. p. 64.
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show that members of the female sex as office workers
exceed the members of the male sex by 89,970, or by 2$.
The men made up 49$ of the office workers, while the
v/omen made up 51$.
The situation in this study, however, is con-
siderably different. Members of the female sex employed
as office workers have quite a majority over the male
sex. Of the 168 employees, 136, or 81$, are women, and
32, or 19$, are men. The distribution when the check
lists were distributed was 75$ women and 25$ men. When
the returns came in, however, the distribution was still
more in favor of the women--81$ to 19$--as cited in
Table IX. These figures seem to indicate that oppor-
tunities for boys as office workers in these communities
are not so great as those for girls.
TABLE IX. SEX DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES
ale lie Totals
Towns Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Bellows Palls. . 77 46 16 10 93 55
Brattleboro. . . 39 23 10 6 49 29
Springfield. . . 20 12 /+o •T 26 16
Totals*! . . 136 31 TO 19 168 100
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Distribution as to Types of Businesses
In order that some idea may be gained as to the
number and per cent of the types of businesses from
which employees returned check lists, Table X was
compiled. Only the general classifications of the
businesses are "iven.
TABLE X. CHECK LIST RETURNS FROM EMPLOYEES
ACCORDING TO GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS OP BUSINESSES
Classification Number Per Cent
45 27
40 24
27 16
13 7
1 1
42 25
1G8 100
Manufacturing leads the list with 45, or 27$, returns,
with the following in correct order: Retailing, 40, or
24$; Financial, 27, or 16$; Professional, 13, or 7$;
Wholesale, 1, or 1/,; Miscellaneous, 42, or 25$. For a
general idea as to the individual types of businesses
included under each of the above general classifications,
Table III, Pa^es 14 and 15, may be consulted.
Table XI presents the number of returns from em-
ployers according to the general classifications of the
businesses selected for this study.
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TABLE XI. CHECK LIST RETURNS FROM EMPLOYERS
ACCORDING TO GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS OP BUSINESSES
Classification Number Per Cent
23 30
14 18
13 17
8 10
1 1
19 24
78 100
In the case of the employers the Retailing heads
the list v/ith 23, or 30;', returns, with the other classi-
fications coming in the following order: Manufacturing,
14, or l&%; Financial, 13, or 17%; Professional, 8, or
10%; Wholesale, X, or 1%; and Miscellaneous, 19, or 24%.
The reason why retailing heads the list with employers
instead of manufacturing, as is the case with the employees,
is that there are many more retail establishments than
manufacturing concerns; thus, there are more employers
in that field. One manufacturing concern employs more
office workers than one retail concern; therefore, there
are more office workers in the manufacturing field than
in the retail. The ratio of employee-employer in the re-
tail field is about 2 to 1 (in some cases 1 to 1), whereas
in the manufacturing field, it is about 4 to 1 (in some
cases as hi^h as 10 to 1).
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The check lists returned v/ere fairly well filled
out. All the employees, however, did not check the
time element on the check list of duties, claiming that
they had too many interruptions to be able to estimate
even approximately the time spent on each duty performed.
This was especially true of those employees who made up
an office force of one and who did all the varied duties
of office work. Table XII presents data regarding the
number and per cent of returns giving the time spent on
each duty performed.
TABLE XII. RETURNS CONTAINING TIKE ELEMENT
Number Per Cent
Returns with Time. . . .
Returns without Time . .
93
75
55
45
1G8 100
Of the 168 returns, 93, or 55$£, gave the time.
From these returns it was possible to get at least an
approximate average of the time spent by office workers
in small communities on each of the duties on the check
list.
Some of the Personality Trait Ranking Sheets were
not correctly filled out and some were not filled out at
all. From the employees, 15 out of the 168 returned {9%)
could not be used, and from the employers, 11 out of the
78 returned (15 /5') could not be used.
-
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Analysis of Duties by Employees
The Duty Lists returned v/ere tabulated and the fre-
quency ranking of the duties by employees is shown in
Table XIII, Pages 44-52. This Master Table represents
a tabulation of all the duties (91) on the check list
sent to the employees, plus 19 selected from the 170
additional duties collected from the employees 1 returns.
These 19 duties were selected on the basis of frequency
of performance and on their general character as being
common to more than one type of business. Those
duties having a Duty number higher than 91 in Table
XIII, Pages 44-52, were selected from the additional
duties riven by the employees.
The "Frequency" column indicates the number of times
each particular duty was reported as having been performed
by the employees. The "Important" column indicates how
many employees considered the duty important; the "Unim-
portant" column, how many considered it unimportant. The
"School," "Job," and "School- Job" columns show how many
employees checking the duty thought it should be taught
in school, on the job, or in school and on the job. The
"Minutes Per Day," "Hours Per Week," and "Weeks Per Year"
columns represent the total number of minutes, hours, and
weeks spent on each duty by those employees who gave the
time on the check lists.
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Findings
The top ranking duty as to frequency of performance
is "Answer Telephone," with 109 out of 168 performing it,
88 considering it important and 21 unimportant; 14 claim
it can be taught in school, 64 on the job, and 31 in
school and on the job. The total time spent on this
duty per day was 1,875 minutes. This total would have
been much greater if all the employees had given the
time spent on the duty. As it is, this total represents
the time spent on the duty by only 31 employees. Many
employees claimed that it was too difficult to estimate
the time spent in performing this duty as it varied so
with each call.
The duties ranking high as to performance and time
spent on them are the stenographic duties "Take Dicta-
tion" and "Transcribe from Shorthand Notes." Of the 168
employees, 91 performed both duties, with 90 considering
them important. Seventy-seven thought "Take Dictation"
should be taught in school, 12 in school and on the job,
and none on the job. Totals of 2,650 minutes per day,
246^ hours per week, and 2,349 weeks per year were spent
on the duty. Eighty thought that "Transcribe from Short-
hand Notes" should be taught in school, 9 in school and
on the job, and none on the job. Totals of 3,560 minutes
per day, 340-J- hours per week, and 2,300 weeks per year
were spent on the duty.
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"Filing" ranks high as to frequency of performance--
105 out of 168 performing the duty. In the small offices
where the force is not large, all the employees help with
the filing and all must be acquainted with the particular
system in use In their office. This also accounts for
the large amount of time spent on the duty-
-2, 360 minutes
per day.
It was surprising to find "Compose Letters for Em-
ployer" ranking 8th in the list, with 84 out of the 168
performing the duty. It was considered important by 82
of the 84; 30 felt it should be taught In school, 16 on
the job, and 38 in school and on the job. The duty
"Wait on Customers" ranks quite high--10th from the top.
This includes waiting on customers in retail stores--
actual selling—meeting clients and other people who
come into law, insurance, municipal, school, and other
offices. In many cases the office worker must take
the place of the employer when he is out, and handle
those people who come into the office. Out of the 168
employees, 82 performed this duty, with 77 considering
it important. Forty-six thought it should be taught
on the job, 26 in school and on the job, and 7 in school.
The duty ranking highest as to number of minutes per
day--5,385--was "Figure Pay Rolls." The number of hours
per week, however, was only 173 3/4, and total weeks per
year, 1,066. The reason for this is that the pay roll
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is not figured every day in the week, so that the time
spent on the duty v/ould be the sane for the day as for
the week, whereas on a duty like "Take Dictation" that
is performed daily, the total hours per week cumulate.
An attempt was made to find out just for which of
the processes the calculating machine was most frequently
used. The data collected reveal that "Adding" ranked
sixth, with 90 out of 168 performing the duty. The next
process in order of frequency is "Multiplyingw which
ranked 45th, with 41 performing it and "Subtracting" was
close, ranking 48th, with 39 performing it. "Dividing"
ranked 56th, with only 23 using the calculating machine
for this process.
It is evident from this table, Pages 44-52, that
the clerical duties such as "Make Bank Deposit," "Check
Bills and Invoices," "order Supplies for Office," "Figure
Pay Rolls," "Send Out Collection Letters," etc., are
quite predominant. A great deal of the time of these
office workers is spent in doing some sort of clerical
work in connection with keeping records.
The bookkeeping duties which involve the bookkeeping
cycle processes, such as "i:ake Journal Entries," "Keep
General Ledger," "Take Trial Balance," etc., rank pre-
dominantly high as to frequency of performance and
amount of time spent on each duty. On some of these
.1
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duties— "Make Journal Entries" and "Keep General
Ledrer"--the daily and weekly time spent on each is
high because they are performed daily. On others, such
as "Take Trial Balance," and "Prepare Balance Sheet,"
the daily time is high, but the weekly time is not be-
cause these duties are not performed daily. They are
performed bj some once a month, others every 3 or 6
months, and others once a year.
The first duty from the "Type from Copy" duties to
appear on the Table is "Type Letters from Copy." It is
ranked as 31, with 53 performing the duty. The next one,
ranked as 43, is "Type Bills and Invoices," with 42 per-
forming it. Typing from copy does not rank anywhere
near as high as "Taking Dictation" and "Transcribing
from Shorthand ITotes" as to frequency and as to the
amount of time spent on each duty.
Use of the dictaphone is quite negligible as re-
vealed by this study. It is ranked as 64 on the list,
with only 16 out of 16S using the machine.
Some of the duties selected from the 170 additional
duties given by the employees and included in this Table
are: "Monthly Reconciliation of Check Book," with 13
performing the duty; "Operate Adding Machine"; "Take
Inventory"; "Prepare Monthly Bills from Ledger"; "Type
Profit and Loss Statement"; "Type Balance Sheet."
These duties were included in this table because they
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appear to be common to more than one type of business,
and in some cases because of their frequency of per-
formance .
The duties toward the end of Table XIII, Pages 44-
52, are to some extent those which pertain to certain
types of businesses, such as banks and probate work, and
those which are performed by very few people.
Analysis of Duties by Employers
The check lists returned by 78 out of the 115 em-
ployers (67/j) were tabulated and the results are shown
in Table XIV, Pages 57-64.
Findings
The duties ranked highest by the employers are
"Take Dictation" and "Transcribe from Shorthand Notes."
Out of the 78 replies, 71 require their employees to be
able to perform these duties, 62 claiming they should be
taught in school, none on the job, and 9 in school and
on the job.
A considerable number, 62, also require their em-
ployees to be able to figure pay rolls, 10 claiming it
should be taught in school, 27 on the job, and 25 in
school and on the job. This duty is ranked third by
employers, whereas employees rank it 14th. This seems
to indicate one of two things: (1) although employers
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expect their office workers to be able to perform this
duty, office workers do not perform it; or (2) only one
of the office force has charge of the pay rolls, thus
making the frequency of performance by employees lower
than the frequency of mention by employers.
As was the case with the employees 1 ranking of the
duties, the clerical duties are also rather predominant
in the high ranking duties by employers. "Operate Cal-
culating Machine" is ranked 6th by employers. They did
not check each individual process under "Operate Cal-
culating Machine" but merely checked that item as one
of the duties they expected their office workers to*
be able to do. It may be noted that the employees
ranked "Adding" sixth, the same rank given by employers
to "Operate Calculating Machine."
The bookkeeping duties--"Make Journal Entries,"
"Keep General Ledger," "Take Trial Balance," etc., rank
similar to the employees' frequency of performance rank-
ing. Although the ranking of each duty by each group
does not coincide exactly, all the duties are within the
rank of 61 by both groups. The last bookkeeping duty,
"Post Salesmen's Commissions," is ranked 59.5 by em-
ployees and 61 by employers.
Although the employers do not rank "Compose Letters
for Employer" as high as the employees, the per cent of

of those checking it in both cases in regard to im-
portance is very high. The employers rank it 31, v/ith
37 out of 49 considering it important, and the employees,
8, with 82 out of 84 considering it important.
"Filing" is given a rank of 9 by employers, while
the employees' frequency of performance ranking places
it second. The per cent ranking, the duty as to im-
portance in both cases, however, is high. Of the em-
ployers, 51 out of 59 rank it as being important, and
of the employees, 98 out of 105.
The "Type from Copy" and "Type from Dictating
Machine" duties are ranked quite similar in both cases.
"Type Letters from Copy" is ranked 27 by the 51 em-
ployers and 31 by 53 employees. ''Type Orders" is next
by 37 employers--rank of 42; whereas 35 employees'
rankings place "Type Bills and Invoices" next--rank of
43. Employees' rankings (42) place "Type Orders" 50,
and 36 employers' rankings place "Type Bills and In-
voices" 45. "Type from Dictating Machine" is ranked
58 by 20 employers and 64 by 16 employees. There is
not much discrepancy between the rankings of the two
groups
.
The employers added only 24 new duties -they ex-
pected their employees to be able to perform. Each duty
was suggested by only one employer, with the exception
of one, "Good Penmanship," which was suggested by two.
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Only one out of all the employers who made returns de-
sired his employees to be able to interpret bookkeeping
records. He added "Understand Why Stock Turnover is
Figured" and "Interpret Statement of Expenses." Although
these are not distinctly office duties, they were thought
to be of considerable importance because they involve
the interpretive side of record keeping. It is essen-
tial to be able to interpret bookkeeping records in ad-
dition to making them. "Good Penmanship" also is not a
distinct office duty. However, it is important for an
office worker who does any amount of handwriting to be
able to write legibly. The predominance of clerical
duties among office workers concerned in this study
must call for a considerable amount of handwriting.
Its inclusion, therefore, in this table is justifiable
in spite of its infrequency of mention. The fourth
duty "Prepare Invoices from Packing Records" was added
because it appeared to be common to any manufacturing
business
.
r-JbB nt
CHAPTER VI
SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
Decile Rank-
-
Employee
3
1 Judgments
The next step was to divide the duties in the em-
ployees* Master Table, Pages 44-52, into deciles. This
method was used by Charters and Whitley^5 and by Etta
C. Skene. 16 The total number of duties (109) were
divided into as even groups of ten as possible. The
highest group was designated as decile "l," the next
as "2," and so on to the lowest group which was the
tenth decile. Each activity found in the first group
of ten was assigned the figure "1" to indicate that
it belonged to the first 10% of the 109 duties per-
formed by the office workers. The number "2" was as-
signed to each activity in the second group of fre-
quencies, and so on down through the tenth group.
The significant duties as shown in Table XV,
Pages 70-73, were selected from the Master Table,
Pages 44-52, based on the following considerations:
15. W. W. Charters and Isadore B. Whitley, Analysis
of Secretarial Duties and Traits . Baltimore: Williams
and Wilkins Co., 1924. 186 pp.
16. Etta C. Skene, "Occupational Analysis As A
Basis of Bookkeeping Curricula of Public Secondary
Schools." Unpublished Doctor's Thesis. New York, New
York: New York University. 1934. 203 pp.
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(1) frequency of performance; (2) number and per cent
of employees designating the duty as being important;
(3) school, job, and school- job votes with particular
attention to school and school- job votes, as this table
was to be the basis for selecting those activities to be
taught in school; and (4) the average time spent on each
duty. The Table indicates the rank and decile of each
duty, the per cent of workers who consider the duty im-
portant and unimportant , the per cent judging whether
the duty should be learned in school, on the job, or
in school and on the job.
The average time columns indicate the average
minutes per day, hours per week, and weeks per year
one office worker spent on each of the duties pre-
sented in the Table. The figures were arrived at by
dividing the time given in Table XIII, Pages 44-52,
by the number of employees who gave the time (the
number being different for each duty).
The average weeks per year on Table XV, Pages 70-
73, varies because some of the employees considered
vacations when maiding returns and gave only 50 or 51
weeks per year as the time spent on the duties. Others
did not consider vacations and gave 52 weeks as the
time spent on the duties. In some instances the number
of weeks is considerably less than 52. This is due to
the nature of the duty. For example, "Take Trial Balance,
cfnoo user hrL3 tscfmurr (2) * Qoct&tij'io'
tsIuoI^ibct cLilw eetfov cfct-Ioorfoe
AAV
$T 9V
* T (Li *r o • v
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TABLE XV. DECILE RAM OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED ON EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
i
-1 1
Average
1
|
o
Duty
No,
•a
aS
DUTIES «p i
•H
f5
a
1CD
o
t—
i
tM
o
f
ri
Q
1
>o
0\£.
'
School-,
•
1
'A*n
s
o u)
»a
Weeks
Per
Yea]
to 1 Answer Telephone. . • i 81 19 13 59 28 60 6 51
14 2 i 93 7 48 7 45 51 5/6 50
24 3 Make Bank Deposit • • 1 94 6 TA34 ZD 41 18 174 50
1 5 4.5 Take Dictation. . . • 1 99 1 88 12 59 52
16 4.5 Transcribe from Short-
hand Notes .... 1 99 1 90 10 79 51
22£ 6 Operate Calculating
Machine—Adding. . 1 93 7 74 13 13 81 6 50
20 7 Check Bills and In-
1 87 13 16 47 37 40 4 52
19 8 Compose Letters for
1 98 2 36 19 45 39 Si 51
70 9 Fold Letters and In-
sert in Envelopes. 1 75 25 48 30 22 10 1 51
72 10 Wait on Customers . • 1 94 6 9 60 31 73 5/3 51
1 11.5 Make Journal Entries. 2 98 2 53 6 41 57 4 50
2 13 Keep General Ledger • 2 97 3 53 6 41 62 51
26 14 Figure Pay Rolls. . • 2 99 1 22 47 31 142
. lm 49
25 15 Make Out Receipts . • 2 75 25 39 32 29 17 51
37 16 Send Out Collection
2 91 9 23 36 41 97 4 26
8 Y ftfar-i AfifionTvhs Raceiir-
siable Ledger. . . • 2 100 41 13 46 47 41
7 20.5 Keep Accounts Payable
2 98 2 44 12 44 38 4 48
9 23.5 Take Trial Balance. • 3 98 2 52 5 43 91 3 24
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TABLE XV. ( Continued ) DECILE RANK OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED ON EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
Duty
No.
|
Rank
j
DUTIES
Decile
<
mat
j
!
jSchool-Job
Average
1
|1
u ^
o
6
i—
i
1
u
r*
•H
(1
!=>
o
CO
i
M
<D
CO 0>
O UW ©
Ph
J
Weeks
Per
Year
68 23,5 Read, Sort, and Classi-
1
3 92 8 6 78 16 4 51
4 23.5 Balance Cash Daily . . , 3 100 41 16 43 22 2 51
33 23.5 Wake Out Social Security
and Unemployment Re-
3 95 5 27 40 33 75 2-| 11
69 27.5 Address Envelopes,
Packing Slips . . . , 3 67 33 40 38 22 12 1 51
5 OU K eet) Sales Ledrer 3 96 4 46 11X X 43 32 A 50
52 32.5 Tvne Letters from Conv J 3 77 23 64 15XV 21 22 51
3 32.5 Keep Petty Cash Book . 4 89 11 40 23 37 22 2 50
27 32-5 Prepare Pay Roll Re-
4 96 4 15 40 45 59 1 50
21 35.5 Record Invoices. . . .
,
4 87 13 19 44 XTO 1 45 3 uc
6 35.5 Keep Purchases Ledger.
, 4 98 2 44 12 44 4 47
11 37.5 Prepare Balance Sheet.
, 4 98 2 59 6 35 70 si 22
12 39.5 Keep Expense Accounts.
, 4 93 7 41 : 18 41 36 2 43
40 41.5 Prepare Income Tax Re-
4 95 5 32 IS 49 120 2 1
54 43.5 Type Bills, Invoices
4 95 5 31 40 29 78 6 48
10 43.5 Prepare Profit and Loss
5 100 55 5 40 68 1* 16
22c 45 Operate Calculating
Machine—Multiplying
,
5 95 5 73 15 12 120 6* 50
36 46.5 Make Out Notes 5 90 10 43 30 27 35 2% 47
03 1
H
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TABLE XV. ( Continued ) DECILE RANK OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED ON EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
Duty
No.
Rank
TTTTTT V<?UU X XCjO c
11
Q
i71 1
School-Job
Average
Important
jji.
—
Unimportar
1
r-l
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CO
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©
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o
w ©
Ph
Weeks
Per
Year
22b 48
Machine- -Subtracting 5 95 5 77 8 15 79 5 48
53 50 Type Orders from Copy. 5 89 11 46 34 20 36 si 51
46 52.5 5 76 24 27 27 46 29 2i 50
DO 5 y u i r\1U 4 9/1 1 O c ob
60 54.5 81 19 78 7 15 26 36
55 54.5 Type Checks from Copy. 6 93 7 29 52 19 66
1/
278 48
22d 56 Operate Calculating
Machine—Dividing . 6 96 4 61 13 26 32 3 51
13 59.5 Post Salesmen' s Corn-
6 95 5 16 37 47 55 2i 52
50 61.5 Operate Addreesograph. 6 82 18 41 41 18 111 5 37
58 63.5
6 88 12 25 31 44 26 46
17 63.5 Type from Dictating
yaohi ne ...... 6 100 D 1 12 31 IX 51
104 65 Monthly Reconciliation
Ox Ollt/CK. CUUr. ... c.o 85 15 15
' QO 77 45 % 12
121 69.5 7 100 71 o 29 80 7 52
66 86.5 50 50 50 COGO 1/5 25
118 95.5 Type Profit and Loss
9 100 100 240 4 12
120 95.5 Type Balance Sheet . . 9 100 100 240 4 12
150 95.5 Make Out All Invoices. 9 100 100 140 16 42
227 102.5 Keep Cash Received
10 100 100 60U 6 52
.-- M-iS. V. . rev.:
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TABLE XV. ( Continued ) DECILE RANK OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED ON EMPLOYEES' JU DC-LENTS
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o
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o
CO
Average
© <D
(X, tO <D W 03
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T
228
229
99
248
102.5
102,5
107.5
107.5
Keep Cash Paid Out
Book
,
Post Cash Received and
Cash Paid Out Books
Prepare Invoices from
Packing Slips,
Orders
Keep Cash Book. . . .
10
10
10
10
100
100
100
100 100
100
100
100
30
60
60
4
52
52
52
50
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—
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has 24 weeks per year as an average. This is due to
the fact that some employees reported taking a trial
balance every week, others every month, others every
six months, and others once a year. "Make Out Social
Security or Unemployment Reports" averages only 11
weeks per year because some employees reported perform-
ing the duty once a month and others once every three
months. "Prepare Income Tax Returns" averages only one
week per year, as these reports are filled out only
once a year.
All of the duties of the first decile were in-
cluded in the table, as all of them seemed significant.
"Answer Telephone" seemed significant because (1) of
the frequency of performance, (2) large per cent--81
—
of the employees considered it important, (3) the amount
of time spent in performing this particular duty.
"Compose Letters for Employer" was thought significant
because (1) the frequency of performance was high, (2)
large per cent—98--considered it important, (3) 3G (
claimed it should be learned in school and 45$ in school
and on the job, (4) amount of time spent on the duty.
Within the second decile were some bookkeeping
duties--"Make Journal Entries," "Keep General Ledger,"
"Keep Accounts Receivable Ledger," and "Keep Accounts
Payable Ledger." These were thought significant be-
cause of (1) frequency of performance, (2) almost

unanimous voting for school instruction, (3) the
average time spent on each duty further justified
their importance. The outstanding clerical duty of
this decile was "Figure Pay Rolls." It was outstanding
because of its (1) frequency of performance, (2) school
and school- job votes, (3) average time spent on it.
More duties from the fourth decile than the third
decile appear on the Table. This is due to the fact
that the duties in decile four, although not performed
as frequently as those in decile three, have a higher
per cent of employees considering them important and
have school and school- job instruction in their favor.
In the third decile happen to fall such duties as
"Take Mail to the Post Office" and "Make Appointments
and Engagements." These were not included in this
Table of significant duties, Pages 70t73, because of
the little time spent on each and because job learning
was recommended.
Three of the processes performed on the calculating
machine appear in the fifth and sixth deciles. Multi-
plying and subtracting come within the fifth decile,
and dividing within the sixth decile. Adding appeared
in the first decile.
A duty taken from the list of additional duties
supplied by the employees appears in decile 6--"Monthly
Reconciliation of Check Book." This duty was put in
this table because (1) it is common to more than one
•V
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type of business, (2) instruct ion for school and school-
job is favored, (3) its personal use value is significant.
Only one duty appears in the seventh decile. This
duty, "Operate Adding Machine," -was not on the original
check list of duties, but was an additional duty per-
formed by seven employees. It was considered signi-
ficant because (1) all thought it was important, (2)
school and school- job instruction was favored, (3) the
average time spent on the duty was worthy of considera-
tion, and (4) it is a duty that is common to more than
one type of business.
"Operate Hectograph" is the only duty from the
eighth decile. It was included in the table mainly be-
cause of its school and school- job votes.
A few duties from the ninth and tenth deciles were
selected, not because of frequency of performance, but
because (1) they seemed common to more than one type of
business, (2) the few who did perform these duties ad-
vocated instruction in school or in school and on the
job, and (3) the average time spent on each duty was
deserving of consideration. These duties included:
"Type Profit and Loss Statement," "Type Balance Sheet,"
"Make Out All Invoices," "Keep Cash Received Book,"
"Keep Cash Paid Out Book," "Post Cash Received and
Cash Paid Out Book," "Prepare Invoices from Packing
Slips, Orders," "Keep Cash Book."
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"Type Profit and Loss Statement" and "Type Balance
Sheet" were performed by three employees, each from a
different type of business--newspaper publishing, machine
manufacturing, and paper manufacturing. All considered
the duties important, and all advocated school- job in-
struction. The average time spent on each annually
was 240 minutes a day and 6 hours a week. Similarly,
"Keep Cash Received Book" and "Keep Cash Paid Out Book"
were included because of (1) their common character,
(2) the average time spent on each, (3) school- job
votes
.
Decile Rank—Employers ' Judgments
The duties tabulated on the employers' faster Table,
Pages 5 7-6 4, were treated in the same manner as those of
the employees. The employers 1 table contained 92 duties,
as there were only 4 additional duties suggested by the
employers that were thought worthy of note. The duties
were divided into deciles and Table XVI, Pages 78-80,
was organized. The type of information shown on this
table regarding each duty is similar to that shown in
the tabulation of the significant duties based on the
employees' judgments on Pages 70-73.
Only 9 of the 10 duties grouped in decile "1" were
transferred to this table of significant duties. The
omission was "Hear Complaints in Office and Over Tele-
phone." This duty, although required by many employers
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TABLE XVI. DECILE RAKE OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED Oil EMPLOYERS' JUDGMENTS
1 Ao
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Duty
No,
Rank
DUTIES
Decile
1
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r=>
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O
oA^
o
CO
o ^
t
rH
A
o
CO
15 1.5 1 99 1 87 13
16 1.5 Transcribe from Shorthand
1 99 1 87 13
26 3.5 1 95 5 16 44 40
48 3.5 1 89 11 27 37 36
c 5 Keep General Ledger .... 1 97 3 51 8 41
Occ O Operate Calculating Machine ' i 8 73 8 19
14 8.5 1 86 14 36 20 44
24 8.5 Make Bank Deposit 1 90 10 32 27 41
33 8.5 Make Out Social Security and
Unemployment Reports . . i 95 5 30 29 41
CO 1 C • O OC 83 17 45 24 31
1 u Lc • Fold Letters and Insert in
1
57 j 432 45 34 21
O 1 It) .0 Keep Accounts Receivable
2 100 »
1
39 9 52
20 13.5 Check Bills and Invoices. . i 2 89
!
11 23 33 44
4 18.5 2
\
96
|
4 38 15 47
37 18.5 Send Out Collection Letters 2 87 ! 13 22 25 53
27 20.5 Prepare Pay Roll Report . . ' 2
1
96
1
24 32 44
68 •20.5 Read, Sort, and Classify
i
1
3 63 37 17 65 18
1 24.5 Make Journal Entries. . . . 3 100 58 42
•7 9A ^w — • *J Keep Petty Cash Book. . . . 92 4fi 10 44
m
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TABLE XVI. ( Continued ) DECILE RAM OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED ON EMPLOYERS 1 JUDGMENTS
Duty
No.
Rank
DUTIES
Decile
Important
Unimportant
rH
o
o .X v&
o
CO
School-Job
.
*
rj
1
O A Cc4 . b Keep Accounts Payable Ledger 6 yo 4 46 10 A A44
Qy OA c;c4 .0 y o AIt 50 4 A C
DC Type Letters from Copy . . • •2 10 80 6 It:
oy 9R Address Envelopes, Packing
3 68 32 34 38 28
21 30.5 4 90 10 28 31 41
T OLa OU . D Compose Letters for Employer A 76 24 28 31 A 141
79 O C m D At 96 4 17 52 OX
11 Prepare Balance Sheet .... A't 98 2 42 8 OU
cO O'i • 4 96 4 33 15 <^9
6 34.5 Keep Purchases Ledger. . . . 4 96 4 33 15 52
12 36 Keep Expense Accounts. . . . 4 96
j
4 42 16 42
10 39.5 Prepare Profit and Loss
5
1
1
95 t 5
i
1
92 » 8
1
42 2 DO
53 42 Type Orders from Copy. . . .
!
6 65 3 32
36 45.5
1
5 72
j 28 22 31 47
46 45.5 86
j
14 56 8 36
54 45.5 Type Bills, Invoices from
j
86
1
" 58 3 39
55 45.5 1 5
1
89 n 47 14 39
40 45.5 Prepare Income Tax Returns .
1
« 92 8 31 28 41
59 50.5 Type Minutes of Meetings
6 90 10 40 23 37
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TABLE XVI. ( Continued ) DECILE RANK OF SIGNIFICANT DUTIES
BASED Oil EMPLOYERS 1 JUDGMENTS
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60 50.5 6 63 37 80 3 17
65 52 6 69 31 73 3 24
58 53 Type Legal Documents from
6 77 23 50 23 27
57 56.5 Type Articles, Manuscripts
7 76 24 57 19 24
17 58 Type from Dictating Machine 7 90 10 80 10 10
66 59 7 50 50 61 22 17
13 61 Post Salesmen 1 s Commissions 7 94 6 37 6 57
50 62.5 Operate Addres sograph . . . 7 64 36 43 36 21
L14 89.5 10 100 100
90 89.5 Understand "Why Stock Turn-
10 100 o 100
91 89.5 Interpret Statement of
10 {100
!
1
1
100
92 89.5 Prepare Invoices from Pack-
10
1
1
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1
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1
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1
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(59 out of 78) of their employees, did not rank very
high as to per cent of employers who thought it should
be taught in school (15^).
"Type Minutes of Meetings" and "Type Articles and
Manuscripts" appear on the employers 1 table. Although
they ranked within the sixth and seventh deciles
respectively by both groups, they were omitted from the
employees' table because (1) so few performed the duty,
(2) job instruction was favored, and (3) the anount of
time spent on each was negligible. They were included
in the employers' table because school and school- job
instruction was highly favored.
The remainder of the duties are ranked somewhat
similar by both groups with the exception of the new
duties suggested by employees and employers. The four
new duties recommended by employers were included in
this table because of their significance as discussed
on Page 67.
Conclusions
1« The duties are ranked quite similar by both employers
and employees when they are considered as to decile
groupings. There is no great disagreement in the
tabulation of the duties. Most of the duties per-
formed by employees rank within one decile of those
requested by employers. The duties that rank more
than one decile apart are:
s
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a. "Make Out Social Security and Unemployment
Reports"
Third decile by employees
First decile by employers
b. "Prepare Pay Roll Report"
Fourth decile by employees
Second decile by employers
c. "Compose letters for Employer"
First decile by employees
Fourth decile by employers
d. "Wait on Customers"
First decile by employees
Fourth decile by employers
e. "Type Minutes of Meetings"
Does not appear on employees' table
Sixth decile by employers
f. "Type Articles, Manuscripts"
Does not appear on employees 1 table
Seventh decile by employers
These duties represent a wealth of instruction
material for teachers of commercial pupils in small
communities. The high school commercial subjects
should be taught from a vocational point of view so
that graduates may be prepared to take office jobs
and to succeed in their work.
From these duties, many activities can be selected
to be included in the different high school commer-
cial courses of study, some of which need to be
taught on the mastery level and others on the ac-
quaintanceship level of instruction.

CHAPTER VII
OFFICE DUTIES THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IS SCHOOL
Percentages of School - Job Judgments
The next step was to consider the school, job, and
school- job judgments of the employees and employers. The
employees and employers were asked to check each duty
they performed or required their employees to be able to
perform as to whether they thought the duty should be
taught in school, learned on the job, or learned in
school and on the job. It may be that some of these
judgments may not have been made as accurately as they
might have been if each individual had been interviev/ed
personally. However, it is safe to assume that a good
per cent of those who did return correctly filled out
forms did give the matter some consideration.
The duties selected to be taught in school were
taken from Tables XV and XVI, Pages 70-73 and 78-80,
which gave the decile rank of significant duties by
employees and employers respectively. For each of the
56 duties in the employees' table and the 49 duties in
the employers' table, the Job-School ratio was worked
out. The following tables, Tables XVII and XVIII,
Pages 85-90, present the duties that should be taught
in school.
83
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The rank of each duty as previously shown in
Tables XIII and XIV, Pages 44-52 and 57-64, is repeated
in Tables XVII and XVIII. In the column headed "fre-
quency" is given the frequency of performance in the
employees' table and the frequency of mention in the
employers' table. In the column headed "decile" is
given the decile ranking of each duty, shown previously
in Tables XV and XVI, Pages 70-73 and 78-80. In the
column headed "school" is given the number of votes in
favor of learning the duty in school. In the column
headed "job" is given the number of votes in favor of
learning the duty on the job. In the column headed
"school- job" is given the number of votes in favor of
learning the duty In school and on the job. In the
" S+SJ "
column indicated by
, ,
is given the percentage
OT"c*TV>«J
that the number of school plus school- job mentions Is
of the total mentions. In the column headed "Instruc-
tion Level" is given whether the activity should be
taught on a mastery or acquaintanceship level. Mastery
Is indicated by an "M" in this column and acquaintance-
ship by an "A." The duties in the table are presented
according to the classification of duties on the check
lists, Schedules B and C, Pages 192-196 and 197-199,
that were mailed to the employees and employers. This
would enable the reader to see at a glance what group
of activities is predominant.
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TABLE XVII. DUTIES THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
BASED OK EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
juency
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1 DUTIES
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rH
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O| JBoCO
o j CO +
CO
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Keep Books and Ledgers:
jy-ajce journal nmtries. • 80 oC A O42 5 33 94 M
13 Keep General Ledger
. • 79 2 42 5 32 94 M
19 Keep Accounts Receiv-
70 2 29 9 32 87 M
20.5 Keep Accounts Payable
64 2 28 8 28 88 M
23.5 Take Trial Balance.
. . 63 3 33 3 27 95 M
23.5 Balance Cash Daily.
. . 63 3 26 10 27 84
30 Keep Sales Ledger . . . 54 3 25 6 23 89 Ifl
32.5 Keep Petty Cash Book. . 53 4 21 12 20 77
35.5 Keep Purchases Ledger . 52 4 23 6 23 88 M
O 1 • O Frepare Balance Sheet • 48 4 28 3 17 94 IX
39.5 Keep Expense Accounts . 46 4 19 8 19 8 2 11
43 .0 Prepare Profit and Loss
Statement. ..... A"? 5 23 2 17 95 11
oC 105 1 51 7 47 93 M
Stenographic Duties:
4.5 91 1 80 11 100 M
4.5 Transcribe from Short-
hand Notes 91 1 82 o 9 100 M
8 Compose Letters for
84 1 30 16 38 8.L A
Clerical Duties:
1 Answer Telephone. . . . 109 1 14 64 31 41 A
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TABLE XVII. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
3ASED ON EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
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3 Make Bank Deposit ... 93 1 32 23 38 7
6 Operate Calculating
^lai^Vn no — —Addinf . 90 1 66 12 12 87
14 Figure Pay Rolls. . . . 77 2 17 36 24 53 A
15 Make Out Receipts ... 76 2 30 24 22 68 A
16 Send Out Collection
74 2 17 27 30 64 A
23.5 Make Out Social Securit;
and UnemDlovment Re—
63 3 17 25 21 60 A
32.5 Prepare Pay Roll Re-
53 4 8 21 24 55 A
41-5 Pranflre Income Tax Re—
43 4 14 8 21 8 1 A
45 Operate Calculating
Machine——Multiolv-
41 5 30 6 5 85 1
1
46.5 Make Out Notes 40 5 17 12 11 70 M
48 Operate Calculating
Machine— Subtract
-
39 5 30 3 6 92 M
52.5 29 5 8 8 13 73 A
56 Operate Calculating
Machine—Dividing. . 23 6 14 3 6 87 A
65 Monthly Reconciliation
of Check Book. . . . 13 6 ! 2 1 10 92 A
69.5 Operate Adding Machine. 7 7 5 2 100 M
nr-r
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TABLE XVII. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
BASED OH EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
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Type fron Copy:
32.5 53 3 34 8 11 85
43.5 42 4 13 17 12 60 A
50 35 5 16 Lc nI 66 A
54.5 27 5 21 oC A4 93 A
63.5
Operate Duplicating
16 6 4 7 6 o A
Machine 8:
52.5 29 5 21 1 7 96 A
Mailing Duties:
9 Fold Letters and Insert
in Envelopes 83 1 4 25 18 70
23.5 Read, Sort, and Classify
63 3 4 49 10 22 A
27.5 Address Envelopes,
Packing Slips . . . .
Meeting and Handling People
58 3 23 22 13 6 2
10 Wait on Customers. . . . 82 1 7 49 26 40 A
r |
| ! [
,.,
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TABLE XVIII. DUTIES THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
BASED ON EMPLOYERS' JUDGMENTS
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Keep Books and Ledgers:
5 Keep General Ledger. • • 61 1 31 5 25 92 M
15.5 Keep Accounts Receivable
Ledger • 56 2 22 5 29 91 M
18.5 Balance Cash Daily ... 55 2 21 8 26 85 M
24.5 Make Journal Entries . 52 3 30 22 100 M
24.5 Keep Petty Cash Book • • 52 3 24 5 23 90 M
24.5 Keep Accounts Payable
52 3 24 5 23 90 ...
24.5 Take Trial Balance . . . 52 3 26 2 24 96 irm
32.5 Prepare Balance Sheet. . 48 4 20 4 24 92
34 Keep Expense Accounts. • 47 4 20 7 20 84
OO • iveep oaie3 Liecger. • . . 4 15 7 OAC ± 85 M
35.5 Keep Purchases Ledger. • 46 4 15 7 24 85 *« jrl..
OV . Prepare Profit and Loss
43 5 IB 1 24 98 M
8.5 59 1 21 12 26 80 M
Stenographic Duties:
1.5 71 1 62 9 100 If
1.5 Transcribe from Short-
71 1 62 9 100
30.5 Compose Letters for
49 4 14 15 20 69 A
Clerical Duties:
3.5 Figure Pay Rolls . . . . 62 1 10 27 25 57 A
:.j~% ztn zn.
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TABLE mil . ( Continued ) DUTIES TEAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
BASED Oil EMPLOYERS' JUDGEMENTS
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3.5 Answer Telephone. . . . 62 1 1 / 25 22 63 A
6 Operate Calculating
60 1 44 5 11 92 u
8.5 Make Bank Deposit . . . 59 1 19 16 24 73
8.5 Make Out Social Security
and Unemployment
1
59 1 16 17 24 71 A
12.5 Make Out Receipts . . . 58 2 26 14 18 76 A
18.5 Check Bills and In-
55 2 13 OA. 67 A
18.5 Send Out Collection
55 2 12 14 29 75 A
20.5 Prepare Pay Roll Report 54 oc 16 17 24 68 A
30.5 Record Invoices .... 49 4 14 15 20 69 A
AC tZ45 .5 iaoo 5 8 11 17 A
45.5 36 co 3 13 92 A
45.5 Prepare Income Tax Re-
36 5 11 10 15 72 A
86.5 Good Penmanship .... 2 10 2 100
89.5 Interpret Statement of
1 10 1 100 A
89.5 Understand Why Stock
Turnover is Figured. 1 10 1 100 A
27.5
Type from Copy:
51 3
:
« 3 7 96 M
42 37 5 [h 1 12 Q 5 A
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TABLE XVIII. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOL
"EASED Oil EMPLOYERS' JUDGMENTS
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45.5 36 5 21 1 14 97 A
45.5 36 5 17 5 14 86 A
50.5 Minutes of Meetings. . • 30 6 12 7 11 77 A
50.5 30 6 24 1 5 97 A
53 T.pffil Do (MiTripnt s . 6w 13 a\j 7 77 A
56.5 Articles, Manuscripts. . 51 7 12 4 5 71 A
Operate Duplicating
I la chines:
52 29 6 21 1 7 97 *
T'lailitif Duties*
12.5 Fold Letters and Insert
58 2 26 20 12 66
20.5 Read, Sort, and Classify
54 3 9 35 18 35 A
28 Address Envelopes,
Packing Slips . . . . 50 3 17 19 14 62
1 .eeting and Handling People
32.5 "Wait on Customers. . . . 48 4
j
8
1 :
I
i
25 15 48 A
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Selection of Activities to be Taught in Scho ol
Decision had to be made from the tables of signi-
ficant duties, Pages 70-73 and 78-80, as to which of
these activities should be taught in school. The fol-
lowing points were taken into consideration in selecting
these activities: (1) decile ranking of the duties;
(2) frequency of performance or mention; (3) number of
votes advocating teaching the duties in school and
school- job; (4) per cent in favor of learning activity
in school and school- job. The selection of each duty
did not require it to rank high in all of these cases.
For example, "Answer Telephone" was included as an
activity to be learned in school even though only 41%
of the employees and 23%' of the employers favored
learning the activity in school. It was included be-
6ause of its (1) decile rank and (2) because of its
frequency of performance by the majority of office
workers. On the other hand, "Type from Dictating
Machine" found in the sixth and seventh deciles was
excluded from the activities to be learned in school
even though 57% of the employees and 80%' of the em-
ployers advocated learning the activity in school.
The reasons for this decision are that it is confined
to only a few of the businesses surveyed and that only
16 out of the 168 employees performed the activity.
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Mastery and Acquaintance ship Level s of Instruction
Activities to be taught on the mastery and ac-
quaintanceship levels had to be selected. Teaching an
activity on a mastery level means that the pupil will
have acquired a piece of learning and has mastered it
completely through constant practice and study, making
many different applications and uses of the activity
as possible. Teaching an activity on an acquaintance-
ship level means more or less the giving of a point of
view—acquainting the pupils with an activity so that
if they ever meet it, they will not be at a loss to
know what it is or what to begin to do. For example,
"Lake Journal Entries" would have to be taught on the
mastery level because there are so many different
problems involved in journalizing and the pupils should
become more or less proficient in dealing with them and
to be able to apply these principles to new situations.
"Make Out Social Security and Unemployment Reports,"
on the other hand, would be taught on an acquaintance-
ship level, as these reports are more or less stand-
ardized with directions usually attached. It would be
necessary, therefore, to merely acquaint the pupils with
these forms. They would, then, recognize them if they
should ever have to fill them out.
Determination as to which activities should be
taught on the mastery level was based on (1) frequency
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of performance and mention, (2) decile rank, (3)
number of votes favoring "school" instruction, (4)
nature of activity—difficult or easy. The selection
of those activities to be taught on the acquaintance-
ship level was based on (1) frequency of performance
or mention, (2) decile rank, (3) number of votes in
favor of "school- job" instruction; (4) nature of acti-
vity—difficult or easy.
Again, the duty did not have to qualify in every
instance to be taught on the mastery level or acquaint-
anceship level. If a duty ranked high in frequency of
performance or mention and was a duty that would involve
the application of different or new principles, it was
recommended to be taught on the mastery level even though
more votes were given for "school-job" instruction than
"school" instruction. "Keep Accounts Receivable Ledger"
and "Prepare Balance Sheet" are examples of this reasoning.
If a duty did not rank high in frequency of performance
or mention and was not a difficult duty, it was recom-
mended to be learned on the acquaintanceship level even
though "school" votes exceeded "school- job" votes.
"Make Out Receipts" and "Cut Stencils" illustrate this
reasoning
•
if 9d o-3 z^ZJtvltos snoilJ to
eejov 10 tedr-H/n (o) t ilnB Ti elioeo
lo eiutBK. (>) :rtoltoxidant "dof-
•do a"
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Combined Judgments of Employees and Employers
The activities to be taught in school as judged by
employees and employers were combined into one table.
The duties were selected from Tables XVII and XVIII,
Pages 85-90, and the combined judgments are shown in
Table XIX, Pages 95-96. The duties are presented ac-
cording to the original check list classification and
are listed in the same order as they appeared under
each classification. They are not listed according to
frequency of mention or performance, as there was a
little discrepancy in the ranking of the duties by the
employees and employers. It was, therefore, difficult
to decide which duty to place first. Furthermore, the
rank is not essential in this table as it presents a
summary of all that has been presented in previous
tables. It is to be used as a basis for curriculum
and course of study revision, thus making it necessary
to present the activities only under their general
classifications. In this way it can readily be seen
which general type of instruction is essential and the
individual activities that should be taught in school,
either on the mastery or acquaintanceship level of
instruction.
Conclusions and Recommendations
1. All of the duties on the original check list that
appeared under "Keep Books and Ledgers" are included
)
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as activities that should be taught in school with
the exception of "Post Salesmen's Commissions."
Even though votes of both groups were in favor of
school and school-job instruction, it was not classi-
fied as an activity to be taught in school because
it was performed by a negligible number of employees
(19 out of 168) and was mentioned by only 16 out of
78 employers. All of these duties should be taught
on the mastery level.
"Filing" and the "Stenographic Duties" are included
because of their high degree of frequency and mention
and because of a unanimity of votes for school in-
struction. "Compose Letters for Employers" should
be taught on an acquaintanceship level. The graduate
may be placed in almost any type of business, and so
long as he is made acquainted in school with the
essential rudiments of letter writing, he ought to
be able to adapt himself to any employer.
A number of the clerical duties need to be taught on
the acquaintanceship level only. "Answer Telephone"
is included as an activity to be learned on the ac-
quaintanceship level because of its high frequency
of performance. Pupils in high school should be
made acquainted with correct telephone manners,
"Figure Pay Rolls" was included to be taught on
the acquaintanceship level because of its frequency
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of performance and because 11 school- job" instruction
was favored. The clerical duties that should be
taught on the mastery level are "Operate Calculating
I.Iachine," "Kake Bank Deposit," and "Good Penmanship,"
which was emphatically recommended by two employers.
Under the **Type from Copy" duties only one should be
taught on the mastery level— "Type Letters." The
other duties appearing under this heading are (1)
performed infrequently, (2) the votes for instruc-
tion tend to favor school-job instruction, or (3)
the duties are of such a nature that an individual
could easily adapt himself to performing them with
a minimum amount of instruction in school and further
training on the job.
Two other duties should be taught on the mastery level
"Fold Letters and insert in Envelopes" and "Address
Envelopes, Packing Slips." High frequency of per-
formance and a majority of votes for school instruc-
tion placed "Address Envelopes, Packing Slips" under
this classification. Employers favored school in-
struction for "Fold Letters and Insert in Envelopes,"
while employees favored school-job instruction. It
was recommended for instruction on the mastery level
because of its high frequency of performance and
mention.
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6. Although "Y/aiting on Customers" has a majority of
votes for learning on the job, it was included in
the activities to be taught in school because of
(1) its high frequency and (2) it is such a complex
and subtle duty that careful consideration should
be ^iven it in school,
7. The two duties on the employers' table, "Understand
Why Stock Turnover is Figured" and "Interpret State-
ment of Expenses," were included in spite of the low
frequency of mention. The reasons for this are (1)
their significance in interpreting bookkeeping
records, (2) the possible need for this type of
training in this day of an income tax paying popu-
lation, (3) partially fulfilling the modern denand
for consumer training of young people.
8. All of the bookkeeping processes, from journalizing
to closing the books, should be taught on the mastery
level in the high schools of small communities.
Some consideration should be given to not only making
records but interpreting them as well.
9. Employers and employees depend on the high school
to prepare office workers for taking dictation and
transcribing from shorthand notes. The high school
should prepare its commercial graduates to be profi-
cient in taking dictation and in transcription.
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10. The clerical duties that these office workers are
called upon to perform should be included in the
high school commercial courses of study. Some of
these activities can be included in the bookkeeping
instruction, and others in an office practice or
clerical practice course.
11. Type from copy is not such an important duty as the
stenographic duties. Overemphasis should not be
placed on it in the pupils 1 high school training.
12. Instruction should be ?;iven in "Operating the Cal-
culating Machine." Sixty out of 78 employers re-
quire their office workers to be able to operate the
machine, and 90 out of 168 employees use the machine.
The process for which the machine is used most is
adding. Therefore, high school pupils should learn
to operate the machine, with emphasis on manipulating
the machine for adding purposes, and with less emphasis
on operating it for multiplying, subtracting, and
dividing
•
13. The instruction of high school commercial pupils
should include training in meeting and handling
people— the proper approach, giving of information,
acting in place of employer, etc.
14. Those duties requested by employers but not ranked
very high for school instruction by employees indi-
cate a need for office workers to be able to per-
form these duties. Therefore, the school should
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not overlook them but should give some preparation
for them either on the mastery level or acquaintance-
s-
ship level as indicated in Table XIX, Pages 95-96,
which gives the combined judgments of both groups.
"Check Bills and Invoices" and "Record Invoices"
are two duties which come under this reasoning.
15. Office workers in small communities are called upon
to do many varied office duties and it is the
responsibility of the high schools in these communi-
ties to prepare their commercial graduates to be
worthy applicants for the jobs in the communities.
16. Guidance counselors may use the analysis of duties as
a basis for determining the pupils who should take
specialized commercial education courses. The apti-
tudes, interests, and abilities of pupils to perform
the varied activities as determined by this study
should determine the eligibility of pupils to enter
vocational training.
17. This analysis of duties will be of benefit to curri-
culum makers of high schools in communities such as
those surveyed in this research. It will enable them
to determine the commercial curriculum content for
Jk, these high schools.
18. Prospective office workers may consult the study to
see what employers expect of their employees and to
analyze their own ability to perform such activities.
V
CHAPTER VIII
DUTIES TO BE LEARNED ON THE JOB
Percentage of Job-School Judgments
The duties to be learned on the job were then con-
sidered. The duties to be taught in school were taken
from Tables XV and XVI, Pages 70-73 and 78-80, which
gave the decile ranking of significant duties by em-
ployees and employers. The activities to be learned on
the job based on employees' and employers' judgments
comprise (1) those activities in Tables XIII and XIV,
Pages 44-52 and 57-64, which were not included in the
significant duties; and (2) those activities in Tables
XV and XVI, Pages 70-73 and 78-80, that were not se-
lected to be taught in school.
For each of the duties to be learned on the job,
the ratio of job mentions to total mentions was worked
out. Tables XX and XXI, Pages 104-112, were constructed.
The rank of each duty is given in the column headed
"Rank." In the "Frequency" column in the employees'
table is given the frequency of performance of each duty
and in the employers' table, the frequency of mention.
In the "Decile" column is given the decile ranking of
each activity. In the column headed "School is given
the number of votes advocating learning the activity
in school. In the column headed "Job" is given
102
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the number of votes in favor of learning the activity
on the job. In the column headed "School-Job" is given
the number of votes in favor of learning the activity in
school and on the job. In the column indicated by
it j tt
3^.j^3j is given the percentage that the number of
job mentions is of the total mentions. The duties on
this table are presented according to the original
classification of the duties on the check lists,
Schedules B and C, Pages 192-196 and 197-199.
Selection of Activities to Be Learned on the Job
In selecting the duties to be learned on the job,
the following points were taken into consideration:
(1) decile rank of each duty; (2) frequency, or infre-
quency, of performance and mention; (3) number of votes
advocating learning the activity on the job; (4) per
cent in favor of learning the activity on the job.
Some of the duties ranking high in performance and
others ranking low in performance were included in
this table. Some duties receiving votes in favor of
being learned In school and others in favor of being
learned on the job were included. For example, "Order
Supplies for the Office" ranks in the first decile and
was included in this table because the votes were in
favor of learning the duty on the job (by both employees
and employers). On the other hand, "Type from Dictating
Machine" ranks in the seventh decile with votes in favor
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TABLE XX. DUTIES TEAT CAN BE LEARNED ON TEE JOB
BASED ON EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
•
o
i
rH
•H
O
©Q
- -
«
-Job
-3
CO
-f
DUTIES
Frequer
jhoo] Job iool«
•-3
+-
1
w
CO o CO
Keep Books and Ledgers;
JC w O O UCllv QhImU O VUiiUliX O O 1 U 11 o • 19 7 9 92
Stenographic Duties:
63.5 Type from Dictating Machine . 16 6 9 2 5 13
69.5 Shave Dictaphone Records. . • 7 7 3 3 1 43
95.6 Transcribe Minutes of I.Ieet-
3 9 3 100
95.5 Take Dot.ti Minutes of Meetings
3 9 3 100
Clerical Duties:
7 Check Bills and Invoices. . . 86 1 14 40 32 47
11.5 Order Supplies for Office . . 80 2 8 58 14 74
17.5 72 2 9 A *243 20 60
29 55 3 6 »7 A34 15 62
32.5 Check Credits on Customers. . 53 3 6 34 13 64
35.5 52 4 10 23 19 44
37.5 Make List of Employees'
Annual Wages, Send Copy to
uoverTuiienx; , s.nu uive jjacn
Employee a Copy of His
48 6 33 9 69
ry r\ r-39 .5 46 5 32 9 70
41.5 Cash Money Drawer and Clear
!
i
i
43 i 4
1
4 26 13 61
49 38
!
5 4 29 5 76
51 Make Cut Separation Notices •
j
30 5 1 j 25 4
|
84
,
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TAELE XX. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT CAN BE LEAPJTED ON THE JOB
BASED ON ELiPLOYSES' JUDGMENTS
i
1
1
>>
o
Decile
-
«
O
7
1
!
DUTIES 'equer
Jchoo]
Job
shool- +
COM
CO
57 Look Up Dates for Shipping
22 6 2 18 2 8 2
58 Assemble Orders and Attach
20 6 3 13 4 65
59,5 Receive and Record Cash of
Delivery Truck Drivers . • IS 6 1 15 3 79
61.5 Operate Addressograph .... 17 6 7 7 3 41
73.5 6 7 4 2 67
78.5 Look Up Records of Different
5 7 5 100
78.5 5 8 5 100
86.5 4 8 4 100
86.5 Assemble S]_ips Recording Mer-
chandise Sent Out on
4 8 4 100
86 .5 Prepare Monthly Bills from
4 9 4 100
86.5 Mail Monthly Statements . . . 4 9 4 100
95.5 Hake Out All Invoices .... 3 9 3
95.5 Correct Prices on Orders and
Make Extensions 1 9 3 100
101.5 Keep Perpetual Inventory. . . 2 1 10
1
2 100
102.5 Keep Cash Received Book . • . 2
:
io
1
2
102.5 Keep Cash Paid Out Book • . • 2 10 2
102.5 Post Cash Received and Cash
1
1
2
1
10 2 L
-
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TABLE XX. ( Continued ) DUTIES TEAT CM BE LEARNED Oil THE JOB
BASED ON EMPLOYEES ' JUDGMENTS
i
1 &
Decile
-Job
*-)
CO
f
Rank
1
DUTIES
Frequer
School
Job
School*
+
co
106.5 i/rBuii. uneci.s iteceiveu. ior
1 10 1 100
106.5 Record Probate Records for
1 10 1 100
106.5 Figure Inventory Costs. . . . 1 10 1 100
107,5 Prepare Invoices from Packing
Si ins OrHpfR ato. 1 10 1
107.5 1 10 1 100
Type from Copy:
54.5 27 6 8 14 5 52
61.5 17 6 6 10 1 59
66 Articles, Manuscripts .... 9 7 5 4 56
69.5 7 7 1 3 3 43
78.5 5 8 3 2 60
86.5 4 8 1 3 75
95.5 Profit and Loss Statement . • 3 9 3
95.5 3 9 3
101.5 Receiving Report on Car of
2 10 2 100
106.5 Court Order on Estate .... 1 10 1 100
Operate Duplicating Machines:
86.5 4 8
i
1 1 2 25
Mailing Duties:
26 Take Mail to Post Office. . . 1 61 3 2 55 4 90
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TABLE XX. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT GUI BE LEARNED OK THE JOB
BASED Oil EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
!
•equency
©
L-Job
•"5
3
1
DUTIES •riO
©
O
o
X5
o
shoo!
COCO
CO
46.5 Get Mail at Post Office . . . 40 5 2 35 3 88
Meeting and Handling People:
17.5 Hear Complaints in Office and
72 2 2 51 19 71
20.5 Keep Employer Reminded of
64 2 4 49 11 77
27.5 Make Engagements and Appoint-
58 3 4 36 18 62
86.5 Consultation in Regard to
5?p>-f~f- "I t n V. ctfl 4" fi 4 8 o 4 100
Duties Peculiar to Banking
Concerns:
67 Post Checks and Deposits. . . 8 7 7 1 88
73.5 Arrange and Post Checks from
6 7 5 1 83
73.5 Prepare Statements of Check-
6 7 6 100
73.5 Figure Interest on Savings
6 7 1 5 !33
73.5 Prepare Club Cards for Fol-
6 7 1 5 133
78.5 Figure Service Charges on
5 8 4 1 80
78.5 5 8 1 4 80
86.5 Arrange Checks for Clearing
i
4 8 3 1 75
86.5 Post Service Charges on
:
*
1 ;
8 1 3
J3
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TABLE XX. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT CAN BE LEARI'ED ON THE JOB
BASED ON EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
Hank
j
DUTIES Frequency Decile School
|
Job
1
•°
o
•a
l
rH
O
OM
CO
•-3
CO
-f
co
86.5 Draw Club Cards for Posting • 4 9 4 100
86.5 Post Ledger Cards of Clubs. . 4 9 4 100
95.5 Write Daily Statement .... 3
-
9 3 100
• -
i
1
|
i
i
!
1
1
1
t
I
I
L
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TABLE XXI. DUTIES TEAT CAN BE LEARNED ON THE JOB
BASED OH EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
Rank
1
DUTIES Frequency Decile
J
School
j
Job
J
School-Job
|
S
+
J
+
SJ
|
Keep Books and Ledgers:
61 Post Salesmen' s Commissions • 16 7 6 1 9 6
Stenographic Duties:
58 Type from Dictating Machine • 40 7 16 2 o 10
64 Shave Dictaphone Records. . t 9 7 7 2 22
Clerical Duties:
15.5 Order Supplies for office . • 56 2 6 37 13 66
20.5 Make List of Employees' T.rages,
and fri tta Each T^rrrnlnvpfi fl
Copy of His Report . . . • 54 3 13 25 16 46
37.5 Check Credits on Customers. • 45 4 8 24 13 53
37.5 45 4 7 20 18 44
4.1 4.1 5 q 99 1 fi 54
48 34 6 5 20 9 59
49 Cash J.' ney Drawer and Clear
32 6 5 16 11 50
^4. 25 p. It 1 4-It 7l 56
55 Make Out Separation Notices • 22 6 1 13 8 59
56.5 Assemble Orders and Attach
21 6 4 9 8 43
60 Look Up Dates for Shipping
1
7
i
17 2 11 4 65
62.5 Receive and Record Cash of [
Delivery Truck Drivers . • 14
!
7 1 9 4 64
62.5 Operate Addressograph . . . • I" 7 6 5 3 43
—
1
u
1
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TABLE XXI. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT CAN BE LEARNED ON THE JOB
BASED ON EMPLOYERS' JUDGMENTS
1
&
1
Decile
-
*
1
o
7
>-3
CO
+
1
DUTIES •equei
Jchoo]
Job
;hool«
•-a
COM
S* CO
65.5 Assemble Case Records .... DO 7 A oc oc 2 5
65.5 Assemble Slips Recording Mer-
chandise Sent Out on
8 8 1 7 88
68.5 Look Up Records of Different
7 o 4 5 7
77.5 Credit Checks Received for
Settling Estates 4 8 1 1 2 25
84.5 3 9 3 100
89.5 Record Probate Records for
1 10 1 100
89 .5 Prepare Invoices from Packing
1 10 1 100
Type from Copy:
68.5 7 8 3 2 2 29
68.5 7 8 2 1 1 14
70 6 8 2 2 2 33
1 1 Court Order on Estate .... 5 8 2 3 o 60
89.5 Receiving Report on Car of
1 10 1 100
Operate Duplicating Machines:
59 18 7
1
11 4 3 22
Mailing Duties: f
i
27.5 Take Mail to Post Office. . . 51 3 6
i
41 4 80
39.5 Get Mail at Post Office . . . 43
!
5 3 38 2 1 88
1
is—; 1 1 L
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TABLE XXI
. ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT CAE BE LEARNED ON THE JOB
BASED ON EMPLOYERS' JUDGMENTS
1
Rank
j
1
!
DUTIES Frequency Decile School
x>
School-Job
0
CO
•+
-3
+
CO
Meeting and Handling People:
8.5 Hfln t* Coim "Inn rt; <? t n ffM f*fi
and Over Telephone .... 59 1 9 30 20 51
12.5 Male ft Finffifsrient s and AnnoiTvb—
58 2 13 27 18 47
14 iveep lump icyer iteminaea o i
riTiffl. pari 6?n"fc r . . I c Q 30 ±0 52
86 Consultation in Regard to
SfittlTTlf EstfltfiR . ... C 1U U 2 V 100
Duties Peculiar to Banking
Concerns:
77 .5 Arrange Checks for Clearing
4 8 4 100
77.5 Post Service Charges on
4 8 4 100
V7.5 Post Checks and Deposits. . . 4 9 3 1 75
77.5 PrftPftTft StpteTients of Check—
4 q 3 iX 75
77.5 Figure Interest on Savings
ft rt/>rtimT* 4 9 X 3 2 5
77.5 P>»£>r^fi v*f* flnh Pq r»H "fVir* Vol-ar I QUCli C? u uu well U. 1^1 i v 1
4 9 4 100
77.5 Draw Club Cards for Posting . 4 9 3 1 75
77.5 caxance oiud oasn 4 9 z 1 7 5
77.5 Post Ledger Cards of Clubs. . 4 J 9 4 100
77.5 Figure Service Charges on
1
1
1
1 r
4 100
i—
.
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TABLE XXI . ( Continued ) DUTIES THAT CAN EE LEARNED ON TEE JOB
BASED ON EMPLOYERS 1 JUDGMENTS
' V""
DUTIES
©
•H
o
a
o
o
X!
o
CO
Xi
o
77.5
84.5
Write Daily Statement • • • •
Arrange and Post Checks for
Clearing House 10
1
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of learning the activity in school. It was included
in this table, however, because of the infrequency of
mention and performance, and because it was confined
to use in only a few of the businesses surveyed. Again
"Type Medical Records," which ranks in the sixth decile
received votes in favor of being learned in school, but
was included in this table because of its infrequency
of performance and mention, and because it Is a duty
pertaining to only a few types of businesses.
Conclusions
1. The duties to be learned on the job comprise those
duties that pertain to a large extent to individual
types of businesses.
2. In spite of the fact that most of these duties can
be learned on the job, there are a few for which in-
struction on the acquaintanceship level might be
given in school. They were included in these tables
instead because of the ease v/ith which they can be
performed. "Check Bills and Invoices," and "Record
Invoices" belong to this class. The majority of
single votes by employees advocate job learning.
Employers, however, rank each so high and slightly
favor school training that both duties ranked by
them were included In the school training table,
Pages 95-96.
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The dictaphone is confined to use in such a few
offices that to teach the activity in school would
be an expensive proposition. It is a duty that an
individual can learn on the job. If facilities are
available, an acquaintanceship instruction could be
given for this activity.
Such minor duties as "Type Profit and Loss Statement,"
"Type Balance Sheet," "Type Checks," and "Type Minutes
of Meetings," because of their infrequency of per-
formance were placed in these tables; but again a
small amount of instruction in the school on each
activity would not be amiss.
The school should not attempt to give instruction in
such specialized duties as "Cash I.'oney Drawer and
Clear Cash Register," "Put Up Tap er Samples," or
"Look Up Dates for Shipping Merchandise." These
duties are of such a nature that they must be
learned on the job.
All the specialized duties pertaining to banks can-
not be taught in school, and, therefore, the individual
must acquire his knowledge on the job.
There are a number of clerical duties that can be
learned on the job and some "Type from Copy Duties"
also come in this classification. The best the school
can do in these cases is to give the pupils a good
training and background in the clerical and typing
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training that it can give, so that the pupils can
easily adapt themselves to correlated activities
when they get their first job.

CHAPTER IX
PERSONALITY TRAITS
Employees 1 Judgment s
Of the 168 returns from employees, only 153 of the
personality trait rankings could be used. The remainder,
15, were either not correctly filled out or were not
filled out at all. Some merely put check narks in the
parentheses without attempting to rank them in the manner
suggested; others ranked only a few and did not bother
with the rest
.
It is admitted that ranking the importance of 32
personality traits is no easy task, and it is debatable
whether a trait ranked as 27 would be more important than
one ranked as 26 or less important than one ranked as 20- .
However, it was not the purpose of this study to get the
individual importance of each trait, but rather to get
from the employees* and employers 1 judgments the most
important group and the least important group. From these
data teachers would be able to find out which traits they
should try to develop more than others in the pupils in
their classes.
From the completely and correctly filled personality
trait ranking sheets, the votes given by the employees
to each trait for each rank from 1 to 32 were tabulated.
Table XXII presents these data.
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Accuracy was ranked first by 84 employees, second
by 28, third by 14, fourth by 10, fifth by 2, and so on
across the table. The votes for the other traits are
read in a similar manner.
The votes given to each trait as shown in Table
XXII, Page 117, were then weighted by the inverse ratio
method of weighting. This was done to give more weight
to the top-ranking traits and to make it possible to more
accurately rank the traits according to their importance.
Table XXIII, Page 119, was compiled after each of the
votes to each trait had been weighted.
This table reveals the top-ranking traits judged
by office workers in small communities. Accuracy, with
the highest weighting of 2,688, is decidedly considered
the most important trait. The trait ranking second, effi-
ciency, has a weight of only 775. There is not such a
difference in the inverse ratio weighting of the other
traits as there is between those of first and second rank.
Initiative and judgment ranked the same- -eighth- -and
resourcefulness and unselfishness ranked the same
—
twenty-ninth.
As it is difficult to justify the importance of one
trait above the one immediately following it as the
traits appear in Table XXIII, Page 119, it was decided
to break up the traits into groups. To state that a
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TABLE XXIII. TRAITS LISTED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
Trait
No.
TRAITS Rank
Order
Inverse
Ratio
Weighting
1 1 2668
9 2 775
23 3 736
16 4 630
5 5 493
o 4-64
4 7 459
15 8.5 432
17 8.5 432
7 10 405
27 11 360
6 12 308
12 Fai th fta lne r, fl . ..... .... 13 306
O It 970
i.0
8 16 250
18 17 234
10 18 231
24 19 210
28 20 207
11 21 200
22 22 198
29 23 182
25 24 175
14 25 168
32 26 162
21 27 130
30 28 125
26 29.5 120
31 29.5 120
13 31 100
20 32 98
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group of traits is found to be more desirable than
another group is more justifiable than that one trait
is more important than another. Some agreement was
expected between the employees and employers as to top
and bottom groups. Those traits falling into the middle
groups might indicate a difference of opinion, caused
largely by the nature of the business in question, the
special character of the duties performed, or the per-
sonalities of the employees and employers.
It was decided to use a grouping suggested by one
of the employers to whom the check list was sent. He
suggested four different groupings: (1) very important;
(2) very necessary; (3) very desirable; and (4) not to
be overlooked. Grouping of the personality traits
under these main headings seemed rather appropriate,
and, therefore, the scheme was adopted. Following
this plan, then, Table XXIV, Page 121, was compiled.
The traits in Table XXIII, Page 119, were divided
into four groups and the traits were presented in Table
XXIV, Page 121, under the appropriate headings, as dis-
cussed above. The first group contains nine, as the
last two traits, initiative and judgment, ranked the
same in Table XXIII, and it was thought advisable to
keep them within the same group. As the inverse ratio
weighting of the two traits ranked them by a few points
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TABLE XXIV. TRAITS PRESENTED ACCORDING
TO GROUP CLASSIFICATION
EMPLOYEES' JUDGMENTS
Verv Important;
Y *
Very Desirable
Accuracy Enthusiasm
Efficiency- Poise
Personality Systematic
Intelligence Even Temper
Concentration Perseverance
Adaptability Tact
Ambition Quickness
Initiative Independence
Judgment
Not to Be Overlooked
Very Necessary
Versatility
Courtesy Originality
Responsibleness Thoughtfulne s s
Cooperativene s s Resourcefulness
Faithfulness Unselfishness
Alertness Humor
Memory Objectivity
Discretion
Loyalty
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nearer the trait ranking seventh than the trait ranking
tenth, it was decided to include both traits in the first
group. The second and third groups contain eight traits
each, and the fourth, seven.
In the first group the employees place those traits
which pertain largely to doing one's job well in order to
succeed on it. The second and third groups contain
mainly those traits which have to do with meeting and
handling people and with one's duty to her employer.
The "not to be overlooked" group consists of those
traits of negligible value. Employees do not consider
these traits as essential as the others, yet they are
"not to be overlooked" by instructors.
Cone lusions
1. Accuracy, with an inverse ratio weighting of 2,688,
is considered by employees to be the "very important"
trait an office worker should possess.
2. Other traits considered very important by employees
are largely those which pertain to doing one's work.
Such traits as efficiency, intelligence, concentra-
tion, adaptability, ambition, initiative, and judgment
comprise this group.
3. Personality is considered one of the high ranking
traits that an office worker should possess.
4. In the "very necessary" group of traits are found
those traits which pertain to an employees' duty to
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her employer, such as loyalty, faithfulness, dis-
cretion, alertness, and responsibleness
.
5. Employees consider some of the traits which have to
do with associating with others as "very necessary"
and others as "very desirable." In the first group
they include courtesy, and cooperativeness ; in the
next group, poise, even temper, and tact.
6. In the second and third groups employees include those
traits pertaining to doing one's work which are of
minor importance. In the "very necessary" group are
placed alertness and memory; in the "very desirable"
group, enthusiasm, systematic, perseverance, quick-
ness, and independence.
7. Office workers do not consider versatility and
originality very important traits for an office
worker to possess, nor do they give much importance
to thoughtfulness and unselfishness.
8. Office workers also rank humor, resourcefulness, and
objectivity as traits of negligible value.
Employers ' Judgments
Tabulation of the personality trait ranking sheet
returns from employers was carried out in a similar
fashion as those received from employees. As was the
case with the employees, some of the sheets returned by
employers could not be used, as they were either incorrectly
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filled out, or not filled out at all. Of the 78 returns,
11 (15$) could not be used. Some of the employers
grouped the traits into three or four groups. One of
these suggestions has been adopted for use in this study.
Three employers added one more trait to the list, feel-
ing that none of the 32 traits listed was synonymous to
them. Two employers suggested "Honesty," ranking it as
of first importance, and another suggested "Integrity,"
ranking it as of first importance. If some of the 32
traits were looked at in a broad sense, they v/ould in-
clude these nev/ly suggested traits. For instance,
loyalty and faithfulness contain some elements of
honesty and integrity. Discretion also may be broadened
in meaning to include elements of honesty and integrity.
The personality trait lists returned were tabulated
and Table XXV was compiled, as shown on Page 125
.
This table shows the number of votes given by the
employers to each trait for the different ranks from 1
to 32. The votes were weighted by the inverse ratio
method, as were the votes given the traits by the em-
ployees. The ranking of the traits after they had been
weighted is shown in Table XXVI, Page 126.
Accuracy is placed first by employers, with an in-
verse ratio weighting of 864. The second trait in im-
portance is intelligence with a weight of 480. There
is quite a difference between the weight of the first-
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TABLE XXVI. TRAITS LISTED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
EMPLOYERS • JUDffi^lITS
Trait \ TRAITS Rank Ratio
No. Order Weighting
1 1 864
16 2 480
17 3 420
4 4 403
18 5 384
23 6 377
26 7 368
9 9.5 352
22 9.5 352
28 9.5 352
15 11 341
( 12 336
3 13 320
6 14 312
2 15 294
24 16 288
8 17 264
5 18.5 252
12 18.5 252
14 20 209
IS 21 195
1C 22 190
31 23 150
27 24 140
29 25 126
21 26 112
11 27.5 102
25 27.5 102
13 29 92
32 30 85
20 31 75
30 32 60
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and second-ranking traits. There is not this difference,
however, between any of the other traits. The traits
efficiency, perseverance, and systematic are given
the same rank—eighth; concentration and faithfulness
rank 18; and even temper and quickness, 27.
The traits were then classified into the four groups
that were used for the employee classification. These
groupings are presented in Table XXVII, Page 128.
In the first group there are seven traits that the
employers consider "very important"--accuracy, intelli-
gence, judgment, ambition, loyalty, personality,
and resourcefulness. The first three traits in the
"very necessary" group--efficiency, perseverance,
and systematic—were given the same rank- -8—and they
were put into this group because their weight was nearer
the following trait, ranking 11, than the preceding
trait, ranking 7. Poise, the ninth trait in this
second group, was placed into this group as its weight
was nearer the weight given adaptability immediately
preceding it than discretion, the first trait in the
third group. The other traits considered "very neces-
sary1' by the employers were initiative, courtesy,
alertness, and cooperativeness. The "very desirable"
traits ranked by employers pertain to the office workers 1
attitude toward their employers and minor traits neces-
sary to do one's work. The traits ranked in the last
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TABLE XXVII. TRAITS PRESENTED ACCORDING
TO GROUP CLASSIFICATION
EMPLOYERS 1 JUDGMEi:T S
Very Important
Accuracy
Intelligence
Judgment
Ambition
Loyalty
Personality
Re sourcefulne s s
j
Very Necessary
Efficiency
Perseverance
Systematic
Initiative
Courtesy
Alertness
Cooperativeness
Adaptability
Poise
Very Desirable
Discretion
Concentration
Faithfulness
Independence
lllemory
Enthusiasm
Unselfi shness
Responsibleness
Not to 3e Overlooked
Tact
Originality
Even Temper
Quickness
Humor
Versatility
Objectivity
Thoughtfulne s s
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group as traits of negligible value pertain to office
workers' associations with other people and those traits
of least importance in fulfilling the day's work.
Conclusions
1. Employers expect their office workers to be accurate
in all their work.
2. Employers rank intelligence and judgment second and
third respectively and resourcefulness seventh in the
"very important" group of traits, indicating that they
want their employees to be able to do their own think-
ing and to possess a keen and orderly mind.
3. Employers desire their office workers to possess a
desire to learn.
4. Loyalty and personality are very important traits
which an employer looks for in an employee.
5. Employers consider "very necessary" a number of
traits that employees should possess to perform their
work in the best possible manner. Such traits as
efficiency, perseverance, systematic, initiative,
alertness, and adaptability are included in this
group
.
6. Employers do not give too high a ranking to those
traits describing one's association with other
people. Courtesy, cooperativeness, and poise
are ranked as "very necessary," whereas unselfish-
ness is ranked as being "very desirable," and tact,
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even temper, and thoughtfulness are ranked in the
last group as traits of negligible value.
7. Loyalty is considered a very important trait, but
discretion and faithfulness fall into the third
group as being "very desirable."
8. In the "very desirable" group employers rank also
those traits that distinguish an employee for her
individual ability to succeed in her line of work
—
concentration, independence, enthusiasm, and
responsibleness
.
9. Employers are not concerned very much about their
employees' ability to be original or versatile.
Both traits fall into the last group. Similarly,
humor is not an important trait that employers
look for in an employee.
Combined Judgments of Employees and Employers
In the previous pages, it has been brought out how
the employees and employers ranked the personality
traits treated in this study. In order that some final
conclusions may be arrived at and recommendations made
for instructors as to which of these traits they should
strive to develop in their pupils, the combined judg-
ments of the employees and employers are presented in
Table XXVIII, Page 131. The traits are presented as
they were ranked by office workers and employers under
the four classifications. Indication is made as to
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TABLE XXVIII. RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OP TRAITS
COMBINED JUDGMENTS OP EMPLOYEES AND EMPLOYERSI
Very Important Very Desirable
E1 Enthusiasm . . .OW & E
Efficiency. . . .OW2 Discretion . . E
Intelligence. . .OW & E
Personality . . .OW & E Concentration. E
.OW & E Systematic . . !ow
Concentration . .OW Faithfulness . E
& E Even Temper. . !ow
Adaptability. . . OW Independence . .ow & E
Perseverance . .ow
Initiative. . . .OW E
Resourcefulness • E
Quickness. . . .ow
Very Necessary Unselfishness
.
E
.OW & E Responsibleness E
Efficiency. . . E
Responsibleness !ow Not to Be Overlooked
Perseverance. . E Versatility. . .ow & E
Cooperativeness !ow & E E
Systematic. . . E Originality. . .ow & E
Faithfulness. . .ow Thoughtfulne s s .ow & E
Initiative. . . E Even Temper. . • E
Alertness . . . .ow & E Resourcefulness. OW
Quickness. . . • E
Discretion. . . .ow Unselfishness .ow
Adaptability. . E & E
Objectivity. . .ow & E
E
So ranked by office workers and employers
2So ranked by office workers
^So ranked by employers
whether the traits were ranked under each classification
by office workers and employers (OW & E), by office
workers (OW), or by employers (E) . It can readily be
seen on which traits there was agreement and disagree-
ment between the two groups.
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Conclusions
Based on the combined judgments of the office
workers and employers, the following traits are the
most important that office workers should possess.
Teachers should strive to develop these traits in
prospective office workers, and guidance counselors
should recommend for office work only those pupils
who possess these personal qualities.
Accuracy--Not in details alone, but in everything.
Efficiency--Not only in handling details, but in handling
more difficult tasks without waste of time or
energy.
Intelligence—Keen; high native intelligence; orderly
mind.
Personality--Appearance, health, manners, etc.
Judgment--In handling people and situations. Deciding
how and when to do things.
Concentration—Ability to work efficiently in the midst
of distractions.
Ambition—Desire to learn; desirous of being entrusted
with responsibilities.
Adaptability--Ability to adjust to employer's attitudes.
Loyalty- -Able to give high degree of loyalty to employer
and business.
Initiative--Does not have to be told what to do.
Resourcefulness--Ability to meet emergencies; never at a
loss to know what to do or say in difficult situa-
tions •
Courtesy--Habitually courteous; especially in dealing
with people outside the organization.
Cooperativeness--Ability to work with others.
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Alertness--To sense true import of situations; to anciti-
pate needs.
Responsibleness--Willingness to assume responsibility.
Willing to go ahead with work without constant
authorization.
Perseverance—Determination: stick-to-it-iveness in the
face of obstacles.
Systematic—Naturally careful about details and a liking
for orderly procedure in large and small matters.
Memory- -For details, names, faces, places, etc. Excep-
tionally retentive.
Discretion—Ability to deal satisfactorily with confi-
dential matters.
Poise--Self-control under stress. Not easily disturbed
or thrown off balance by the unexpected.
Consolidation of Traits with Activities
An attempt was made to consolidate the traits with
the activities in an effort to determine what traits are
involved in the performance of each activity. The entire
list of 32 traits was consolidated into a table with the
activities that should be taught in school, based on the
combined judgments of employees and employers. The
duties were listed on the left-hand side of the table
and the 32 traits were listed at the head of the 32
columns at the right. The duties were listed in the
order in which they appeared in Table XIX, Pages 95-96--
the combined judgments of employees and employers on the
duties to be taught in school. The traits were listed
as near as possible in the order of importance given to
them by the employees and employers. The traits on which
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there was agreement as being "very important" and "very
necessary" by employees and employers were listed first.
Those traits on which there was disagreement by employees
and employers in the first two classifications were listed
next in order. Lastly, the "very desirable" and "not to
be overlooked" traits were listed.
The judgments of a commercial teacher and one office
worker were solicited to determine the traits concerned
with each of the duties given. The results are shown in
Table XXIX, Pages 135-136.
Conclusions
1. The results of this investigation reveal the justifi-
cation of the high ranking by employees and employers
for such traits as accuracy, efficiency, intelligence,
and concentration, and the low ranking of originality,
versatility, and humor.
2. One trait, enthusiasm, did not receive any check mark
as being a trait that is involved in the doing of any
of the activities given. It is difficult to apply it
to any particular activity, as it is more or less an
attitude toward the combined activities of an employee.
In this group would also be classed ambition, initiative
responsibleness , and versatility.
3. Some of the other traits that did not receive many
check marks are: cooperativeness, unselfishness,
thoughtfulness, even temper, humor, and versatility.
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These traits are not involved in the doing of any-
particular activity but rather are involved in one's
association with those around her. Even though the
check marks for these traits are scarce in this
tabulation, Pages 135-136, there is still a place for
training young people to develop them in their actions
and attitudes toward others.
Recommendations
1. Teachers of commercial subjects should strive to
develop in their pupils the highest degree of accuracy
in all their work. They should train their pupils to
thoroughly check all their work not only for typing
errors but for errors in English, grammar, and punctua
tion.
2. Courses in specialized commercial education should not
be taken by pupils whose intelligence is below average
Office workers must be able to do their own thinking
and in many cases make judgments in the work they do
and in handling people. In offices in small communi-
ties, where the office force is small, the office
worker is required very frequently to make decisions,
especially when the employer is away. Specialized
commercial courses should be taken only by those pupil
who can be relied upon to do their own thinking and
make decisions.
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3. Teachers of commercial work should strive to develop
in their pupils a pleasing personality that will
enable them to get along and work with others. They
should instil in the pupils the necessity of being
well-mannered; develop in them a desire to possess a
pleasing appearance as to clothes, hairdress, and
cosmetics. Courtesy to all and the ability to work
cooperatively with others are essential attributes of
a pleasing personality. Pupils should learn to work
in the classroom with people other than their friends.
4. Pupils should be trained to be able to find something
to do when they have finished the work assigned to
them. They should be able to decide for themselves
what they think they should do to improve their
ability as typists, bookkeepers, or in taking dicta-
tion. They should be made to understand the value of
an employee who possesses initiative.
5. Loyalty to one's supervisors and co-workers is a
quality which high school pupils should be made to
appreciate. A test of their loyalty within the school
should be made at times and their failure to live up
to the test should be brought to their attention.
6. Another trait which is necessary for an office worker
to possess in order to be able to meet people and
make a good impression is poise. Pupils should
develop, through the help of their instructors, the
ability to speak to people clearly and calmly.
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7. Prospective office workers should possess the follow-
ing traits if they are to succeed in their work:
efficiency, resourcefulness, responsibleness , alert-
ness, perseverance, and systematic. These traits
are essential for the efficient carrying on of the
office employee's daily tasks.
8. It is evident that mere technical skill is not the
only requirement of an office worker. She must
possess a combination of the traits discussed above
in order to succeed in her work.
9. Guidance counselors should recommend for office work
only those pupils who possess the necessary personal
traits to enter that type of work. The traits dis-
cussed in this study may serve as a basis for analyz-
ing the personalities of those pupils who desire to
become office workers.
10. The results of this discussion may be consulted by
pupils who are desirous of taking specialized commer-
cial education courses in high school. Self-analysis
studies will result whereby the pupils can determine
whether or not they possess the essential personal
traits for entering into any type of office work.
^3** 11. Teachers of commercial education should so organize
their instruction that those traits that are possible
of development through high school instruction, such
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as accuracy, Initiative, judgment, courtesy, co-
operativeness, loyalty, systematic, etc., will be
developed in the pupils. A lot can be accomplished
in developing these traits in high school pupils by
keeping a personality rating scale for each pupil.
There are a number of these personality rating scales
on the market and more publishing companies are fol-
lowing the trend of the times by putting out new ones
every year. Some teachers have even organized rating
scales to fit their own particular needs.

CHAPTER X
EDUCATION OF EMPLOYEES
General Education
An attempt was made to find out how much education
office workers in small communities possess and what
the opportunities are for high school graduates in
securing office jobs. Schedule E, Page 202, was the
form used to collect these data. There were two items
of information requested: where the employee secured
her general education and where she secured her busi-
ness training. This was to give some indication of
how many office workers secured their business train-
ing in high school, thus arriving to some conclusions
as to what part the high schools in these communities
should play in preparing their pupils for office work.
Table XXX, Page 142, presents the data concerning the
general education of these office workers.
Out of the 168 employees who made returns, 147
(88%) secured their general education in high school.
There were 4 who attended only junior high and 8 who
did not finish high school, one leaving in the tenth,
5 in the eleventh, and 2 in the twelfth grade. A
negligible number attended junior college or college.
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Only one of the three going to junior college attended
the full two years and one out of the five who started
college was graduated. Of this small number who attended
college, two are employed in doctors' offices, one in a
school, one in a bank, and another in a business office.
The one who was graduated is employed in a doctor's office.
The high school is by far the most popular institu-
tion for office workers in small communities to get their
general education.
Business Training
Data concerning the business training of these of-
fice workers are presented in Table XXXI, Page 142.
The high school was attended by 123 out of the 168
for their business training. This represents 77% of the
office workers in these communities. Of the 123, 21 at-
tended private business school for further business
training, thus leaving 102 (61%) who depended entirely
upon the high school for their business training.
Twenty-nine (17%) attended private business schools
after high school graduation, where they had been en-
rolled in either the college preparatory or general
course. The number who left high school to attend
private business school is small—only six. There
were 10 employees who received no business training
whatsoever. They either left school too early to re-
ceive any business training or took only the classical
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course in high school without any business education.
The greatest number of office workers surveyed in
the communities studied obtained their business training
in the high schools within their respective communities.
Placement Possibilities
An attempt was also made to find out what were the
employment possibilities of office workers outside their
own immediate community. Table XXXII, Page 145, was
organized to present these data.
Under each community data are presented concerning
the number of these office workers who were graduated
from the high school within that community and from
other high schools outside the community. There is
also given under each community the number of office
workers located in offices in the community and in the
other two towns concerned in this study. For example,
in Bellows Falls, 75 of the people residing in Bellows
Falls who are office v/orkers (102) were graduated from
Bellows Falls High School and 19 from high schools out-
side the town. Three of the office workers in Bellows
Falls attended only junior high school and five did not
graduate high school. Four of the five attended business
school and one attended public evening school. The high
schools outside the town might include high schools
around Bellows Falls, or high schools anywhere in Vermont,
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New Hampshire, Massachusetts, or other states. Office
v/orkers who graduated from these high schools settled
in Bellows Palls some time after they finished their
schooling and that accounts for their obtaining employ-
ment within the town. Of the 102 people classed as
office workers in Bellows Falls, 84, or B2%> are employed
within the town; 11, or 11$, in Springfield; 2, or 2%,
in Brattleboro; and 5, or 5%, in small towns in New
Hampshire. Since this study was started, many more
residents of Bellows Palls have secured employment in
the machine shop offices in Springfield.
In Brattleboro, 32, or 71^, of the office workers
are graduates of Brattleboro High School and 13, or
29f?, of ether high schools; three did not graduate high
school. All of these people are employed in Brattleboro.
In Springfield, 17, or 89<S, of the office v/orkers
are graduates of Springfield High School and 2, or ll/o,
graduates of other schools; one employee attended only
junior high. These people are all employed within the
town of Springfield.
Conclusions
1. Office v/orkers in small communities depend on the high
schools within their own communities to furnish them
with a general education background and with a business
training that will enable them to enter office work.
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2. Only a very snail per cent (29) of the office workers
secured their business training in private business
schools. Of this per cent, 12%, gained some business
training in high school, while 17$ gained all their
business training from a private business school.
3. Office workers in small communities manage to find
employment within their own town. This study shows
that 89%' (150 out of 168) of the workers are employed
within their own community.
4. A small number of office workers who reside in Bellows
Palls (18/a) manage to find employment in nearby towns,
the largest per cent, 11%, going to Springfield,
Vermont
.
R e commenda t i ons
1. The commercial course in the high schools of the
communities studied should provide their pupils with
as broad a general education background as possible.
It should include at least the major subjects, such
as commercial law, commercial geography, and economics
that will give the graduates that occupational intelli
gence that will enable them to adjust themselves
quickly and satisfactorily to their jobs.
2. The commercial course should be so organized as to
train high school pupils to enter office jobs im-
mediately upon graduation.
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As most of the office workers obtain employment in
their own immediate community, a cooperative place-
ment service between school and business concerns
should be established.

CHAPTER XI
MISCELLANEOUS DATA
Additional Duties
A number of additional duties (170) were collected
from employees and a few (24) from employers. These
duties, with the few exceptions noted in previous chap-
ters and included in previous tables, were duties
pertinent to the businesses where the employees and
employers were located. As they were of such a
specialized nature, they were not included in any of
the previous tables, but were organized into a table
of their own under the headings of the businesses from
which they were received.
Table XXXIII, Pages 150-165, presents the additional
duties collected from employees, giving for each duty:
(1) the frequency of performance, (2) the number con-
sidering the duty important and unimportant, (3) the
number of votes in favor of teaching the duty in school,
on the job, or in school and on the job, (4) the time
spent on each duty where the time was indicated by the
employees.
Table XXXIV presents the additional duties collected
from employers. This table appears on pages 166-167.
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The data shown for each duty are: (1) frequency of
mention, (2) number voting the duty important and
unimportant, (3) number of votes in favor of learning
the activity in school, on the job, or in school and
on the job.
Conclusions
1. It is possible to give at least instruction on the
acquaintanceship level for some of the duties found
in Table XXXIII, Pages 150-165, under "General."
For instance, "Balance Cash Weekly" is not much
different from "Balance Cash Daily" except for
length of time. Therefore, if "Balance Cash Daily,"
which was performed by 63 out of the 168 employees,
should be taught in school, then the pupils can be
made acquainted with "Balance Cash Weekly."
Similarly, some dictation directly on the typewriter
may be given. This will help to develop in the
pupils the ability to type words instead of in-
dividual letters, which is a step toward developing
speed in typewriting.
2. Because of the specialized character of the remainder
of the duties, it would be futile to attempt to
teach any of them in school. What can be done is
to develop in the pupils the ability to adapt them-
selves to accepting different types of work. They
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must be given that occupational intelligence back-
ground that will make it possible for them to easily
become acquainted with and adapted to the individual
type of work into which they will enter. Through
this training they may at least become acquainted
with the terminologies, organization, and activities
of various types of business establishments and
policies
.
Problems Solved on the Calculator
The Check List of Duties (Schedule B, Pages 192-
196) that was mailed to employees contained space for
the employees to describe the types of problems they
solved when using the calculator for each of the four
arithmetical processes. Only 34 out of the 168 replies
(20$) gave any data concerning this phase of the study.
Some employees who were followed up on this part of
the check list claimed that the calculator was used in
conjunction with the activities performed, such as
figuring pay rolls, making statements, invoices,
balancing accounts, etc.
The types of problems ranking highest in frequency
were those involving the process of addition, with
multiplying, subtracting, and dividing following
respectively. The purpose for collecting these data
was to determine how much instruction could be given
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in school along the lines described by these office
workers. An asterisk preceding some of the problems
listed below indicates those problems that could be
taught in school.
Addition
The types of problems which involved addition
that were solved on the calculator are:
#1. Balance accounts
-"-2. Prepare statements
-"-3. Figure invoices
4. Check billing
*-5. Figure rents
-*6. Total bills
*-7. Balance ledgers
8. Audit books
v-9. Figure pay rolls
-*10. Find sales, costs, daily profits
55-11. Add columns of figures
-"-12. Figure tax bills, water bills
13. Total pounds of milk each producer sends
per month
14. Perpetual inventory
15. Figure incoming stock for manufacturing
-"-16. Get sub totals and totals in budget and
expense accounts
17. Figure shipments
-"-18. Figure orders
19. Total checks and records of checks
20. Find total premiums at end of month
21. Check school registers
22. Average tests given to school pupils
Multiplication
Problems involving the multiplication process are
presented below:
1. Figure rates and wages
2. Figure coal invoices and inventory
3. Figure freight bills
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-"-4. Figure pay rolls
*5. Compile statements
-"-6. Compute interest, dividends, service fees
7. Recheck daily billing
8. Billing
9. Total pounds of milk by test to find
pounds of butterfat
10. Total pounds of butterfat by price to
get total credits
•11. Tax bills, water bills
12. Weight by rate (express company)
-"-13. Figure orders
-"-14. Policy amount by rate
15. Prorating expenses
Subtraction
Problems solved requiring the subtracting process
are
:
*1. Figure invoices
-"-2. Balance ledgers
3. Credits on notes and property exchange
*-4. Total charges from total credits to get
amount of checks
-"-5. Tax bills, water bills
6. Figure group insurance
7. Figure shipments
8. Premiums minus dividends
Division
The problems that office workers solve that require
the use of the calculator for dividing purposes are:
1. Distribution of labor hours
2. Determine weights (express c omp&nj)
3 . Figure inventory
-::-4. Figure monthly payments (time and in-
stallment payments)
5. Change pounds of milk to quarts
6. Percentages
7. Figure rates of pay roll
8. Rate for one year (insurance)
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Conclusions
1. Prospective office workers should be made proficient
in the use of the calculator, especially for addition
and multiplication purposes.
2. The instruction along this line should be as practical
as possible. The problems listed above serve as
suggestions for practical instruction in the use of
the calculator.
3. The problems marked with an asterisk are practical
from the point of view of the office workers studied.
They can be very easily worked into the various com-
mercial courses of study so that future office workers
will be able to handle with some degree of efficiency
problems of these various types.
4. Instructors of bookkeeping should encourage their
pupils to use the calculator for preparing state-
ments, figuring invoices and orders, balancing ac-
counts, special books of original entry, calculating
installments, etc.
5. Commercial arithmetic instruction can be made to in-
clude some of these problems even if the calculator
is not used. The pupils will at least become ac-
quainted with the types of problems that they will
have to solve on the job and that is just as important,
if not more so, than using the calculator for obtain-
ing the solutions. Once the individual knows the
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method of solution for the various problems, he can
very easily work them out on the calculator when he
is taught how to use the machine.
Such specialized problems as "Total Pounds of Milk
Multiplied by Test to Find Pounds of Butterfat" and
"Check School Registers" apply to certain types of
offices and are best learned on the job.

CHAPTER XII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
General Summary
1. The purpose of this study has been to analyze the
duties and personality traits of office workers in
communities of 10,000 population or less through
employees' and employers' judgments as a basis for
determining what should be the content of the com-
mercial education curriculum for high schools in
such communities.
2. Data were collected in Bellows Falls, Brattleboro,
and Springfield, Vermont.
3. The employees and employers solicited for data were
from five general fields of business—manufacturing,
retailing, financial, professional, and wholesale
—
with a number from offices that could not be given
any general classification.
4. The number of employees represented in this study
totals 168 and employers, 78.
5. Data were collected by means of a check list of duties,
personality trait ranking sheet, and education in-
formation form which were distributed personally,
through others, or mailed to office employees. The
174
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check lists were to supply data as to important and
unimportant duties, duties that were to be learned in
school, on the job, or in school and on the job, and
the approximate time spent on each duty in terms of
minutes per day, hours per week, and weeks per year.
6. Additional data were obtained by means of a check
list of duties and a personality trait ranking sheet
from employers.
7. The 109 duties of the employees and 92 of the employers
were tabulated into two tables--Prequency Ranking by
Employees and Frequency Ranking by Employers.
8. Stenographic and clerical duties were predominant
activities in the office workers' daily routine.
9. The 109 duties of the employees and 92 duties of the
employers were divided into deciles based on frequency
of performance and frequency of mention.
10. Tables of significant duties presenting frequency of
performance, decile rank, and relative importance of
duties were organized.
11. From the tables of significant duties were selected
those duties that should be taught in school. These
were determined on the basis of decile rank, fre-
«** quency of performance and mention, number of votes
advocating teaching the duties in school and school-
job, per cent in favor of learning activity in school
and school- job. Indication was made as to whether
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the activities should be taught on the mastery level
or acquaintanceship level of instruction.
12. The combined judgments of employees and employers
were presented, showing very little disagreement be-
tween the two groups. Employees and employers rank
bookkeeping, stenographic, and clerical duties as
important parts of an office worker's activities.
13. The duties to be learned on the job were organized
into table form. These were selected on the basis
of decile rank, frequency or infrequency of performance
and mention, number of votes in favor of teaching the
activities on the job, per cent in favor of learning
the activities on the job. These duties are more or
less specialized in nature and pertain t o the parti-
cular business where the office worker is employed.
14. The personality traits were tabulated from the re-
turns received. Three tabulations for each the em-
ployees' and employers' judgments were worked out:
(1) Ranking of Traits, (2) Rank Order of Traits,
(3) Traits Presented According to Groups. The com-
parative judgments of both groups were then presented
in another table. The votes given to the ranking of
the traits were weighted by the inverse ratio method
in order that a more accurate rank order of the traits
might be obtained. Traits pertaining to the efficient
accomplishment of the day's work rank high, with
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traits characteristic of an individual's association
with others ranking next in order.
15. Traits were consolidated with the activities to be
taught in school to determine which traits were in-
volved in the performing of each activity.
16. Data regarding the education of the office workers
were collected on the Education Information Form
distributed to the employees. The majority of of-
fice workers (77^) receive their business training
in high school.
17. Office workers' check list of duties returns supplied
a number of additional duties which they perform. A
total of 170 different duties was collected from these
returns. From the employers' returns only 24 addi-
tional duties were collected. These duties were pre-
sented in two separate tables, representing specialized
duties of the various businesses surveyed that cannot
be taught in school and must be learned on the job.
18. Data regarding the types of problems solved on the
calculator were collected. The data received were
rather limited in this respect, but some suggestions
were received as to practical problems that might be
taught in school.
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Conclusions
Personnel of Study
1« The employees included in this study were from the
towns of Bellows Falls, Brattleboro, and Springfield,
Vermont. The percentage distribution for each com-
munity was 55$, 29$, and 16$ respectively. The per-
centage of distribution of employers was Bellows
Palls, 46, Brattleboro, 37, and Springfield, 17.
2. The employees and employers were selected from the
various fields of business. The percentage of distri-
bution for employees was: manufacturing, 45$; re-
tailing, 40$; financial, 27$; professional, 13$;
wholesale, 1$; miscellaneous offices, 42$. The
distribution of employers was: retailing, 23$;
manufacturing, 14$; financial, 13$; professional,
8$; wholesale, 1$; miscellaneous offices, 19$. The
largest number of employees find employment in offices
of manufacturing concerns, with employees finding em-
ployment in miscellaneous offices--plumbing, printing,
municipal, public service, etc.—ranking next. The
retailing field also offers employment for a good
percentage of office workers--40$. The retailing
field heads the list for employers because the ratio
of employer-employee is lower in the retailing field
than in the manufacturing field.
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The sex distribution is decidedly in favor of the
women, with 81% making up the women office workers and
19$ the men. This would seem to indicate that there
is not much demand for members of the male sex as
office workers in these small communities. Boys in
high school, unless they are exceptionally proficient
in commercial work, should not be over-urged to take
the commercial course.
Activities of Workers
Bookkeeping duties are ranked high by employees and
employers as to frequency of performance and mention.
The amount of time spent on each of the duties is
significant. Of the 13 bookkeeping duties on the
original check list, 12 rank within the first five
deciles, with unanimous voting by employees and em-
ployers for school instruction for all twelve and
all to be taught on the mastery level.
The stenographic duties "Take Dictation" and "Tran-
scribe from Shorthand Notes" rank in the first
decile by employees and employers, also with unani-
mous voting for school instruction on the mastery
level. Employees spend more minutes per day (2,650
and 3,560) and hours per week (246-jjr and 340j) on
these duties than on any other single duty submitted
for their consideration. The stenographic duty
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"Compose Letters for Employer" ranks within the
first decile according to employees' rankings and
within the fourth decile according to employers'
rankings. Both groups, however, consider it im-
portant and recommend school and school- job learn-
ing for the activity.
The various interpretations of the workers' acti-
vities, both from the employees' and employers'
points of view, indicate a predominance of clerical
duties, but not so much time is spent on each
individual duty as on each of the bookkeeping and
stenographic duties. All of the 32 duties appearing
on the original check list were performed by office
workers and were required by employers. Of this
number, 13 were recommended for school instruction
by employers and 11 by employees, some of which
should be taught on the mastery level and others on
the acquaintanceship level. Clerical duties of a
general nature- -common to a number of businesses--
rank within the first six deciles.
Some of the clerical duties may better be learned on
the job. Employees' judgments place 21 out of the 32
from the original check list to be learned on the job,
with 11 additional duties suggested by the office
workers. Employers' judgments place 19 and one addi-
tional duty suggested by them in the job-learning
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classification. Specialized duties that pertain to
certain types of "businesses should not be taught in
school.
Personality Traits
The combined judgments of employees and employers
rank accuracy decidedly as the most important trait
an office worker should possess.
Employers and employees place more importance on
traits that pertain to the actual performing of the
office activities, such as accuracy, intelligence,
efficiency, concentration, judgment, and initiative
than on traits that are indicative of an individual 1
attitudes and actions toward others.
It is evident that office workers are required to
possess more than mere technical skill to be able to
keep a job and succeed on it. More emphasis should
be placed on developing in the pupils those personal
qualities that they will need to be a success in
their work.
It is possible for teachers of commercial subjects t
develop the desirable traits of office workers as
shown in Table XXIX, Pages 95-96, through formal
class instruction and in their associations with the
pupils. The table of consolidated traits and acti-
vities presented in this study indicates the traits
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involved in the activities that are to be taught
in school.
5. Commercial education courses of the vocational type
should be recommended to pupils having a high native
intelligence and possessing the mental capacity to
work accurately and efficiently with a minimum amount
of supervision.
Education and Placement
1. Of the 168 office workers surveyed in this study,
147 (88$) received their general education in high
school.
2. Office workers in the communities studied depend a
great deal on their high school for their business
education. Of the 168 employees, 102 (61%) received
their business training in high school, 29 (17$) in
private business schools, and 21 (13$) in both high
school and private business schools. Ten of the of-
fice workers (6$) received no business training and
six (3$) left high school to attend private business
school.
3. The high schools in these small communities must
jfc assume the responsibility of training their commer-
cial education pupils to enter office jobs after
high school graduation.
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4. The data collected indicate that high school grad-
uates in these communities are employed within their
own communities. In two of the towns, Brattleboro
and Springfield, there is a 100$ placement within the
town. In Bellows Falls, placement within the town is
82$, outside the town 18$, with 11$ placement in
Springfield in the manufacturing plants, and 7$ in
other small surrounding towns.
5. A functioning placement service in cooperation with
business houses should be an important part of the
commercial departments of the high schools.
The following is a suggested commercial curriculum
for the high schools concerned in this study and for
high schools located in communities similar to those
surveyed in this research. The core commercial curri-
culum with the time to be given to each subject is pre-
sented for each year of the high school from the ninth
grade through the twelfth grade. The courses suggested
ought to include instruction that will teach the acti-
vities and develop the traits as determined by this
A Suggested Commercial Curriculum
study.
Ninth Year
Junior Business
Training . . . 1
Tenth Year
Commercial Geography
and Consumer Educa-
tion 1
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Eleventh Year
Commercial Law and
Business Principles
Office Training . .
1
2
Twelfth Year
Consumer Economics
and Buying. . . .
Office Training .
1
2
The above subjects will give pupils the required
vocational training to enter initial-contact jobs and
to succeed on them.
The duties determined by this study to be taught
in school can be broken up into units of instruction.
They would thus form the basis for planning the teaching
of the Office Training course recommended for the
eleventh and twelfth years. This course would be offered
for one double period and taught by one teacher. The
eleventh year content of the course would be shorthand,
typewriting, and bookkeeping instruction. For the twelfth
year, the content would be of an office practice nature,
consisting of speed dictation, transcription, typing,
clerical practice, and any other instruction necessary to
teach the duties as recommended by this research.
The business background sub jects--Commercial Geog-
raphy and Consumer Education, Commercial Lav; and Business
Principles, Consumer Economics and Buying--will give the
pupils that "occupational intelligence" which will enable
them to adapt themselves to their work and to become
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easily adjusted to new situations as they occur on the
job. The vocational specialization offered through the
Office Training course should prepare the pupils to per-
form satisfactorily the activities of office workers in
the communities surveyed in this study.
The outstanding personality traits required of of-
fice workers can be developed through formal class in-
struction in the courses mentioned above and in the
pupils' associations with their fellow pupils and
teachers. The inclusion of discussions in the office
training class of topics from such a book as "What Do
I Do Now?", or similar text, will go a long way toward
developing some of these important personality traits.
The use of personality rating scales is also an effective
method.
17. Mildred M. Payne, What Do I Do Now ? New York:
Gregg Publishing Company, 1940. 120 pp.

CHAPTER XIII
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. Further analyses should be made of the duties of
office workers in other small communities for com-
parisons to be made with the present study.
2. Further analyses should be made of the essential
traits of office workers in other small communities
and the rankings compared with those of the present
study.
3. The present study indicates those duties that should
be learned in school and which on the job. It would
be of value to find out from some of the office
workers how they undertake the self-learning of an
activity on the job.
4. This study attempted to recommend vocational courses
to be included in the commercial curriculum so that
the duties to be taught in school as suggested by
this study would be included in the high school
courses of Instruction. A field of research is open
here for evaluating the commercial curriculum through
-4» an analysis of office workers' judgments on the voca-
tional training they received in school— in what ways
was it weak and wherein could it be improved.
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1. Barnhart, Earl V/. An Analysis of the Work of a
Stenographer , New York: Gregg Publishing Co.,
1927. 36 pp.
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Analysis of what stenographer does when taking
dictation.
2. Charters, V/. W. and Whitley, Isadore B. Analysis
of Secretarial Duties and Traits . Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins Co., 1924. 186 pp.
Study of the duties of secretaries and traits
necessary for an individual to succeed as a
secretary. Good reference for technical treat-
ment of data. Very detailed study. Sugges-
tions for conducting interviews.
3. Eyster, Elvin S. "An Analysis of the Duties of
Bookkeepers." Unpublished Master's Thesis.
Bloomington, Indiana: University of Indiana,
1931. vi 4- 194 pp.
An analysis of the duties of bookkeepers.
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4. Lomax, Paul S. Commercial Teaching Problems . New
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1932. 200 pp.
A guide to course of study construction.
Methods of selecting subject matter for
commercial education courses.
5. Nichols, Frederick G. and Wissmann, Sally W. The
+- - Personal Secretary : Differentiating Duties and
Traits
.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934.
105 pp.
Study of secretaries' duties and traits to arrive
at definition of personal secretary. Good refer-
ence for technical treatment of data and inter-
pretation of data.
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Office Practice . Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1927. 123 pp.
An analysis of the duties performed by non-
stenographic and non-bookkeeping clerical
workers. A study to determine what part
office machines should play in commercial
education. An attempt to differentiate the
duties so as to reveal those for which voca-
tional training can and should be given in
school
.
7. Nyquist, Reuben E. "Analysis of Bookkeepers' Duties. n
Unpublished Master's Thesis. Iowa City, Iowa:
University of Iowa. 1928. 61 pp.
A study of the duties of bookkeepers in Mason
City, Iowa. Consideration given to length of
time (minutes) devoted to each duty.
8. Payne, Mildred M. What Do I Do Now? New York: Gregg
Publishing Co., 1940. 120 pp.
A guide to correct conduct and dress for busi-
ness people. The material presented is in-
tended to improve the personalities of
prospective office workers and teachers.
9. Skene, Etta C. "Occupational Analysis As a Basis of
Bookkeeping Curricula of Public Secondary Schools."
Unpublished Doctor's Thesis. New York: New York
University, 1934. 203 pp.
An analysis of the bookkeeping activities in-
volved in business occupations as a basis for
determining the content of courses of study
in secondary schools which include bookkeeping
activities. Decile rank used for ranking of
duties.
10. Statistical Abstract of the United States .
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Washington,
D. C, 1936. p. 64.
Statistics concerning number of and ages of
workers in different lines of business.
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11. Strumpf
,
Benjamin. "3ookkeeping Duties and the
Commercial Curriculum. M Unpublished Doctor's
Thesis. New York, New York: New York University.
1936. 102 pp.
A job analysis of the duties of bookkeepers
and how these duties may be analyzed for re-
vising the bookkeeping course of study.
12. Wessels, 0. R. "A Job Analysis of Bookkeeping Duties
of Executives." Unpublished Master's Thesis. Iowa
City, Iowa: University of Iowa, 1932. 150 pp.
Job analysis of duties performed by executives
in Iowa, eastern Nebraska, and western Illinois,
to determine any changes that need to be made
in the high school bookkeeping course of study.

APPENDIX

SCHEDULE A
TIME ANALYSIS CHART
DUTIES
8:00-
9:00
9:00-10:00 10:00-11:00
1
11:00-12:00
12:00-
1:00
1:00-
2:00
2:00-
3:00
3:00-
4:00
4:00-
5:00
\
2. Transcribe from Shorthand
3. Type from Copy:
b. Articles, Manuscripts.
c. Case Histories ....
d. Legal Documents. . . .
e. Minutes of Meetings. •
i. Bills, invoices. . . .
£ M, - _1— O-l— /~\ >*! A —( 1 *—
«
4. Clerical Duties:
a. Keep retxy oasn Bool: •
b. Keep Books and Ledgers
c. Make Journal Entries .
d. Balance Cash Daily . . .
f. Take Trial Balance . .
g. Make Monthly State-
h. Write Receipts ....
i. Check Bills and In-
j • rigure ray xioxis • • •
k. Order Supplies for
1. Figure Inventory . . .
m. Make Bank Deposit. . .
n. Operate Calculating
Machine
:
Subtracting. . .
Multiplying. . .
Dividing ....
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SCHEDULE A (Continued)
DUTIES
8:00-
9:00
[ >
9:00-10:00
j
1
j
!
10:00-11:00
!
!
,
1
I
11:00-12:00
i
:
12:00-
1:00
I
I
1:00-
2:00
1
o
o
M
CO
ci>
o
CM
3:00-
4:00
j
4:00-
5:00
o. Type from Dictating
I
1
1
1
1
p. Operate Mimeograph . .
1
j
i
n. flTiprat.e A-ddi"esf?ot'*i*a'nh«
—
—
r. Operate Hectograph . .
s. Compose Letters for
Mailing Duties:
a. Get Mail at Post
1
b. Read, Sort, and
OlassifV Mail - . -
—
c. Address Envelopes,
.
d. Fold Letters and In-
sert in Envelopes .
e. Take Kail to Post
i
Meeting and Handling
People:
a. Wait on Customers. . . .
b. Hear Complaints in Of-
fice and Over Tele- 1
i |
I
I
c. Make Engagements and
Appointments. . . .
d. Keep Employer Reminded
of Engagements,
Additional Duties Not
Listed Above:
a . 1
b
r
c. . I
-
d.
..
|
f.
g-
I i
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SCHEDULE B
CHECK LIST OF DUTIES TO EMPLOYEES
DUTIES
|
Important
j
j
Unimportant
j
• !
School
o
jSchool-
Job
!
Minutes
Per
Day
,
U
©
to ©
u o
O
m i
Weeks
Per
Year
I. Keep Books and Ledgers:
1. Make Journal Entries . .
2. Keep General Ledger. . .
3. Keep Petty Cash Book . .
4. Balance Cash Daily . . .
5. Keep Sales Ledger. . . .
6. Keep Purchases Ledger. .
7. Keep Accounts Payable
1
1
' —
—
-
8, Keep Accounts Receivable
9. Take Trial Balance . . .
10. Prepare Profit and Loss
Statement
11. Prepare Balance Sheet. .
12. Keep Expense Accounts. •
13. Post Salesmen's Commis-
i
1
1
i
I. Stenographic Duties:
16. Transcribe from Short-
i
17. Type from Dictating
18 . Shave Dictaphone Rec- 1
I
19. Compose Letters for •
Clerical Duties:
20. Check Bills and In-
S *
21. Record Invoices ....
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SCHEDULE B (Continued)
DUTIES
%
ap
u
o
a,
M
P
u
o
I
o
o
o
CO
o
rO
O
-D
I
rH
O
o
o
CO
>4d
n
©
Oh
09 O
I
22. Operate Calculating
Machine
:
a. Adding ,
(l) Describe prob-
lems solved:
b. Subtracting . . .
(l) Describe prob-
lems solved:
c. Multiplying . . . .
(1) Describe prob-
lems solved:
d. Dividing ,
(1) Describe prob-
lems solved:
23. Order Supplies for
Office
24. Make Bank Deposit . . .
25. Make Out Receipts . . .
26. Figure Pay Rolls. . . .
27. Prepare Pay Roll Report
Assemble Orders and
Attach Bills of
Lading
Look Up Dates for Ship-
ping Merchandise . .
Put Up Paper Samples. .
Receive and Record Cash
of Delivery Truck
Drivers
32. Assemble Case Records .
33. Make Out Social Securi-
ty and Unemployment
Reports
28.
29.
30.
31.
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SCHEDULE B (Continued)
DUTIES
Important
! |
Unimportant
|School Job School-Job
J
i.linutes
Per
Day-
Hours
Per
Week
'>
Week*
Per
[
Year
-—
—
1
1
I
„
:
1
1
i
,
,
:
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
Pay Bills
Check Credit on
Customers
Make Out Notes
Send Out Collection
Letters
Record Hew Employees. .
Make Out Separation
Notices—Employees
Leaving Job
Prepare Income Tax
Returns
Cash Money Drawer and
Clear Cash Register.
Make List of Employees'
Wages, Send Copy to
Government, and Give
Each Employee a Copy
of His Report. . . .
Order Merchandise . . .
Assemble Slips Record-
ing Merchandise Sent
Out on Approval . . .
Credit Checks Received
for Settling Estates
Indexing
Look Up Records of
Different Estates. •
Answer Telephone. . . .
Clean Files
Operate Addres sograph .
Record Probate Records
for Settling Estates
v# Ty? e from Copy;
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
Letters
Orders
Bills, Invoices . . .
Checks
Case Histories. . . .
Articles, Manuscripts
Legal Documents . . .
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SCHEDULE B (Continued)
DUTIES
59. Minutes of Meetings .
60. Cut Stencils
61. Receiving Report on
Car of Paper . . .
62. Medical Records . . .
63. Registration Cards
(Employment Office)
64. Court Order on Estate
VI . Operate Duplicating
Machines:
65. Mimeograph.
66. Hectograph,
VII. Mailing Duties :
67". Get Mail at Post Office
63. Read, Sort, and Classi-
fy Mail
69. Address Envelopes,
Packing Slips. . . .
70. Fold Letters and In-
sert in Envelopes. .
VIII . Meeting and Handling People :
72. Wait on Customers . . .
73. Hear Complaints in Of-
fice and Over Tele-
phone
74. Make Engagements and
Appointments ....
75. Keep Employer Reminded
of Engagements . . .
76. Consultation in Regard
to Settling Estates.
IX. Duties Peculiar to Banking
Concerns :
77. Arrange Checks for
Clearing House . . .
78. Figure Service Charges
on Checking Accounts
Important
Unimportant
School
Job
School
-Job
Minutes
Per
Day
Hours
Per
Week
Weeks
Per
|
Year
|
i
1
t
, j ,
I
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SCHEDULE B (Continued)
DUTIES
Important
Unimportant
School
Job
School-
Job
•
Minutes
!
Per
Day
Hours
Per
1
Week
Weeks
Per
Year
79. Post Service Charges on
Ledger Cards ....
80. Arrange and Post Checks
from Clearing House.
81. Post Checks and
Deposits ......
82. Prepare Statements of
Checking Accounts. .
83. Figure Interest on
Savings Accounts . .
84. Prepare Club Cards for
Following Day. . . .
85. Draw Club Cards for
86. Balance Club Cash . . .
87. Post Ledger Cards of
88. Write Daily Statement .
X. Additional Duties Hot
Listed Above:
89.
1
91.
92.
9K-
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SCHEDULE C
CHECK LIST 0? DUTIES TO EMPLOYERS
DUTIES
-P
o
-PU
o
I
•H
p
O
o
Si
o
CO
o
O
"3
I
rH
O
O
Si
o
CO
, Keep Books and Ledgers :
1. Make Journal Entries
2. Keep General Ledger
3. Keep Petty Cash Book
4. Balance Cash Daily
5. Keep Sales Ledger.
6. Keep Purchases Ledger
7. Keep Accounts Payable Ledger . . .
8. Keep Accounts Receivable Ledger. .
9. Take Trial Balance
10. Prepare Profit and Loss Statement
.
11. Prepare Balance Sheet
12. Keep Expense Accounts
13. Post Salesmen' s Commissions
II. 14. Filing
III. Stenographic Dutie s;
15. Take Dictation
16. Transcribe from Shorthand Notes. . .
17. Type from Dictating Machine
18. Shave Dictaphone Records
19. Compose Letters for Employer . . . .
IV. Clerical Duties ;
20. Check Bills and Invoices
21. Record Invoices
22. Operate Calculating Machine
23. Order Supplies for Office
24. Make Bank Deposit •
25. Make Out Receipts
26. Figure Pay Rolls
27. Prepare Pay Roll Report
28. Assemble Orders and Attach Bills of
Lading
29. Look Up Dates for Shipping Mer-
chandi se
30. Put Up Paper Samples
31. Receive and Record Cash of Delivery
Truck Drivers
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SCHEDULE C (Continued)
DTITTES
Important
Unimportant
School
Job School-Job
1
DO • Li<Xi£" uUTj OOOJ.clX ut/OUI cLIltl UX1*"
I? C f "L-, /-s « 1 •- O v* A -\— o /-\ -vi On -4— mi *-» m
oy • Ji.aice uut; separation Lo^ices
41. Cash Honey Drawer and Clear Cash
42 • Make List of Employees 1 Annual Wages,
oenu oopy xo uovernmenx, ana ux~e
Each Employee a Copy of His Re-
J\ *7 is%W v* "\ iT V* s% T" <*» "V\ /-> •? r"» y*v
^fc^fc • ASseiiDxe oJ-ips itecoruing j...ercnancixs©
*to • oretiit onecKS Keceivea. tor oeiTtiing
A7 T.nr>V TTd Rpci-ivHr n-P FH -Pf-ovon-h Uc+nfpcrt 1 • J-AJUJs. UJJ Ja ^UI U.O Ul Ulx 1CI XJoOdUtyO
A Q Ayt cMJir^sT* T*^! ^n
V
1
,A
o
AQ pnn Pi lpe
V. Tvtip from (Iotw*
61. Receiving Report on Car of Paper . .
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SCHEDULE C (Continued)
DUTIES
dP
u
o
§<
$
a
-p
o
|•H
P
rH
O
O
£1
o
o
»"3
,0
o
I
iH
O
O
rj
"o
CO
VI
VII
VIII
63. Registration Cards (Employment
Office)
64. Court Order on Estate
Operate Duplicating Machines :
65. Mimeograph
66. Hectograph
Mailing Duties:
67. Get Mail at Post Office
68. Read, Sort, and Classify Mail. . . .
69. Address Envelopes, Packing Slips . •
70. Fold Letters and Insert in Envelopes
71. Take Mail to Post Office
Meeting and Handling People :
72. Wait on Customers
73. Hear Complaints in Office and over
Telephone
74. Make Engagements and Appointments. •
75. Keep Employer Reminded of Engagements
76. Consultation in Regard to Settling
Estates
IX. Duties Peculiar to Banking Concerns :
77. Arrange checks for Clearing House. .
78. Figure Service Charges on Checking
Account s
79. Post Service Charges on Ledger Cards
80. Arrange and Post Checks from
Clearing House
81. Post Checks and Deposits
82. Prepare Statements of Checking
Account s
83. Figure Interest on Savings Accounts.
84. Prepare Club Cards for Following Day
85. Draw Club Cards for Posting
86. Balance Club Cash
87. Post Ledger Cards of C^ubs
88. Write Daily Statement
X. Additional Duties not Listed Above;
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
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SCHEDULE D
PERSONALITY TRAITS
1. ACCURACY - Not in details alone, but in everything.
2. ADAPTABILITY - Ability to adjust to employer's attitudes,
3. ALERTNESS - To sense true import of situations; to anti-
cipate needs.
4. AMBITION - Desire to learn; desirous of being entrusted
with, responsibilities.
5. CONCENTRATION - Ability to work efficiently in the midst
of distractions.
6. COOPERATIVENESS - Ability to vrork with others.
7. COURTESY - Habitually courteous; especially in dealing
with people outside the organization.
8. DISCRETION - Ability to deal satisfactorily with confi-
dential matters.
9. EFFICIENCY - Not only in handling details, but in handling
more difficult tasks without waste of time or
energy.
10. ENTHUSIASM - For work and its outcomes.
11. EVEN TEMPER - Not easily angered. Not resentful.
12. FAITHFULNESS - Especially in carrying out instructions
and in looking after employer's interests.
13. HUMOR - Not too serious; able to see funny side of life;
not facetious.
14. INDEPENDENCE - Able to do own thinking; does not need
supervision.
15. INITIATIVE - Does not have to be told what to do.
16. INTELLIGENCE - Keen; high native intelligence; orderly
mind.
17. JUDGMENT - In handling people and situations. Deciding
how and when to do things.
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SCHEDULE D ( Continued )
18. LOYALTY - Able to give high degree of loyalty to em-
ployer and business.
19. MEMORY - For details, names, faces, places, etc. Ex-
ceptionally retentive
.
20. OBJECTIVITY - Ability to think and act impersonally re-
gardless of individual opinions and reac-
tions.
21. ORIGINALITY - Thinks of better ways of doing things.
Progressive
.
22. PERSEVERANCE'- Determination; stick-to-it-iveness in the
face of obstacles.
23. PERSONALITY - Appearance, health, manners, etc.
24. POISE - Self-control under stress. Not easily disturbed
or thrown off balance by the unexpected.
25. QUICKNESS - In thought and actions.
26. RESOURCEFULNESS - Ability to meet emergencies; never at a
loss to know what to do or say in dif-
ficult situations.
27. RESPONSIBLENESS - Willingness to assume responsibility.
Willing to go ahead with work without
constant authorization.
28. SYSTEMATIC - Naturally careful about details and a
liking for orderly procedure in large and
small matters.
29. TACT - In dealing with people under trying circumstances.
30. THOUGHTFULNESS - Especially of others; gracious toward
others.
31. UNSELFISHNESS - Able to put employer's interests ahead of
own; willingness to work overtime and at
inconvenient hours if necessary.
32. VERSATILITY - Able to turn hand to almost any kind of
work, as necessity may require.
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SCHEDULE E
Please fill in the following blanks:
Name
Name of Concern
Address
Title of Position Now Held
Occupation of Concern
Please indicate by checking in the places provided at the left of
the following items, the amount of general education you had re-
ceived when appointed to your present position. Draw a circle
around the final year completed in the highest grade institution
you attended if you did not graduate.
1. ( ) Junior High School - 7-8-9
2. ( ) Senior High School - 10-11-12. Name of School
3. ( ) Post High School - Grade 13 ,
4. ( ) Private Preparatory or Finishing School—Grades 9-10-11-12
5. ( ) Junior College - Grades 13-14
6. ( ) College - Grades 13-14-15-16
7. ( ) Post-College (University) - Grades 17-18
Please indicate by checking in the places provided at the left of
the following items, the amount of school busines s training you
had received when appointed to your present position. If you did
not graduate please indicate by circling the proper grade number
to show when you dropped out
.
1. ( ) High School - Grades 9-10-11-12
2. ( ) Private Business School - After High School graduation.
3. ( ) Private Business School - After Grade 9 or 10 or 11.
4. ( ) Post High School - Grade 13.
5. ( ) Junior College - Grades 13-14.
6. ( ) College - Grades 13-14-15-16
7. ( ) Post-College (University) - Grades 17-18.
8. ( ) Evening School - Public
9. ( ) Evening School - Private Business School
10. ( ) Evening School - College or University
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SCHEDULE F
THE HIGH SCHOOL
BELLOWS FALLS, VT.
Jessie A. Judd, Prin.
BRATTLEBOED HIGH SCHOOL
Joseph A. Wiggin, Principal
Brattleboro, Vermont
April 3, 1941
Dear Office Worker:
Inclosed is a list of duties performed by office workers
which we obtained through the cooperation of office workers of
various businesses and a list of personality traits which are
considered essential for an employee to succeed on the job. We
want to know what duties are performed by the greatest number of
people doing office work and vdiat traits they consider the most
important for success on the job. You are one of a selected
group who can give us intelligent help with this study according
to the directions which you will find on the other side of this
sheet
.
You know how easy it is to put off doing a thing like this
unless you do it at once, so try to do it in the first fifteen or
twenty minutes you have free and return the check lists in the
inclosed stamped and addressed envelope. We are depending on you
for efficient help. Your cooperation mil be greatly appreciated.
This study is being conducted under the joint sponsorship of
the Bellows Falls High School and the Brattleboro High School in
an attempt to make the course of study for commercial pupils in
all schools as practical as possible. We think the best way to do
this is to find out what office workers actually do on the job and
then give training for these duties.
If you would be interested in seeing the final results of
this study, we should be very glad to send you such material as
we get out •
Very sincerely yours,
Teacher of Commercial Subjects
3ellows Falls High School
Inclosures
(Over)
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SCHEDULE G
DIRECTIONS
Read the list of duties carefully. Put a check mark {</)
in the "Impo rtant" column for each duty you perfo rm, -which you
think is important and a check mark in the "Unimpo rtant " col-
umn for each duty you perform -which you think is unimportant.
Add any duties which you perform but which are not listed. Now,
considering only each of the duties you perform, place a check
mark:
In the "School " column if you think the duty should he
taught in school.
In the "Job " column if the duty should be taught on
the job
.
In the " School-Job " column if instruction in school
and on the job is required.
In order that we may have an idea of the approximate time
you spend on each duty, will you kindly give us the following
information: The approximate number of minutes per day, hours
per week, and weeks per year you spend on each of the duties you
perform by placing a number in each of the respective columns on
the duty sheet.
On another sheet you will find an alphabetic list of per-
sonality traits which are considered important for an employee
to succeed on the job. We should like to have you rank the im-
portance of these traits by placing a number one in the paren-
theses immediately preceding the trait you think most ijnpo_rtant
,
number two opposite the trait next in importance, and so on down
through the thirty-two traits.
On the other side of the personality trait sheet, you will
find a blank requesting information about your job and education.
This will enable us to find out just how many high school graduates
enter business offices without having to secure any further edu-
cation, and will help us in guiding future office workers in their
educational training.
Please follow these directions closely, put the check lists
in the inclosed stamped and addressed envelope, and mail it.
Your kind cooperation will more than be appreciated.
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SCHEDULE H
THE HIGH SCHOOL
BELLOWS FALLS, VT.
Jessie A. Judd, Prin.
BRATTLEBOEO HIGH SCHOOL
Joseph A. Wiggin, Principal
Brattleboro, Vermont
April 3, 1941
Dear Employer:
Inclosed is a list of duties performed by office workers
which we secured through the cooperation of office workers of
various businesses and a list of personality traits which are
considered essential for an employoe to succeed on the job. We
want to know just what duties employers in small communities
expect their employees to be able to perform and what traits
employers consider the employees should possess to succeed in
their work. You are one of a selected group who can give us in-
telligent help with this study, according to the directions which
you will find on the other side of this sheet.
You know how easy it is to put off doing a thing like this
unless you do it at once, so try to do it in the first fifteen
or twenty minutes you have free and return the check lists in
the inclosed stamped and addressed envelope. We are depending
on you a great deal for efficient help. Your cooperation will
be greatly appreciated.
This study is being conducted under the joint sponsorship
of the Bellows Falls High School and the Brattleboro High School
in an attempt to make the course of study for commercial pupils
in all schools as practical as possible. We think the best way
to do this is to find out what office workers actually do on the
job and then give training for these duties.
If you would be interested in seeing the final results of
the study, we should be very glad to send you such material as
we get out
.
Very sincerely yours,
Teacher of Commercial Subjects
Bellows Falls High School
Inclosures
(Over)
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SCHEDULE I
DIRECTIONS
Read the list of duties carefully. Put a check mark ( ^)
in the "Important " column for each important duty you expect
your office employee or employees to be able to perform for you
and a check mark in the "Unimportant " column for each unimportant
duty you think your employee or employees should be able to per -
form . You may add any duties at the end of the list which you
think your employee or employees should be able to perform but
which have been omitted.
Now, considering each of the duties you have already checked,
place a check mark:
In the " School " column if you think the duty should be
taught in school.
In the "Job " column if you think the duty should be
taught on the job.
In the "School-Job" column if instruction in school and
on the job is required.
On another sheet you will find an alphabetic list of per-
sonality traits which are considered important for an employee
to possess in order to succeed on the job. We should like to
have you rank the importance of these traits by placing a
number one in the parentheses immediately preceding the trait
you think most important , number two opposite the trait next in
importance, and so on down through the thirty-two traits.
Please follow these directions closely, put the check lists
in the inclosed stamped and addressed envelope, and mail it.
Your kind cooperation will more than be appreciated
.



